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Vincent Trocheck scores twice and Frederik Andersen wins again as the Canes roll on 

By Chip Alexander 

Not wanting to tamper with success, the Carolina Hurricanes 
went with the same lineup for a fourth straight game 
Saturday. 

That meant a fourth start in net for goalie Frederik Andersen. 

For the fourth straight time, it clicked. The Canes raced past 
the Columbus Blue Jackets for a 5-1 road win at Nationwide 
Arena, scoring three times on the power play and getting 
another coolly efficient game from Andersen, who had 27 
saves. 

Vincent Trocheck scored twice, the first on the power play, 
and Jordan Staal and Sebastian Aho also had power-play 
strikes. Jesper Fast added an even-strength goal for the 
Canes (4-0-0), who won for the third time on the road. 

“I think the guys are playing well and understanding their 
roles and what’s expected of them,” Staal said to the media 
after the game. “I think everyone has bought in to how we 
want to play and the speed we want to play at and the way 
we’re trying to defend. Obviously we can improve and we 
can be a lot better. 

“Obviously Freddie (Andersen) played great again and really 
bailed us out early with some big saves when we got a little 
too cute. Calm, cool, just looks good in the net and has made 
big saves look easy. It’s nice to see.” 

Trocheck added an assist for a three-point night and Andrei 
Svechnikov had two assists with another active game, 
setting up Trocheck for his second goal with a well-placed 
pass. 

The Blue Jackets (3-2-0) picked up a 5-on-3 power-play 
score from Boone Jenner in the second. But Andersen, 
moving smoothly in the crease, made some sparkling saves 
later in the period and again when pressured in the third -- 
Columbus had 24 scoring chances and 10 “high-danger” 
chances in the game (Naturalstattrick.com). 

Staal, who had a powerful game, jammed the puck past 
goalie Joonas Korpisalo for the Canes’ third goal and his first 
of the season. Staal also set up Fast for his score in the first 
with some strong work behind the Columbus net, 

The Blue Jackets made a strong push in the third, but Aho’s 
power-play strike, on a quick release from the slot, made it 4-
1. 

“Special teams were big obviously,” Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said after the game. “We killed a lot penalties 

and got some power-play goals, which were huge. I didn’t 
love our overall 5-on-5 game. We just had too many 
turnovers that led some really good chances for them, but 
Freddie was great. 

“It was a good effort. We did some really good things and 
had some hiccups, but Freddie was great. ... We’re working 
hard and that’s showing in the victories right now.” 

Hurricanes jump on the Jackets 

The Canes put the puck in the Columbus net three times in 
the first period in taking the 2-0 lead. 

Svechnikov batted the puck in but had his stick well above 
the cross-bar -- good try, no goal. He also was initially 
credited with the Canes’ second goal until a scoring change. 

The Canes needed seven seconds on the first power play of 
the game to take a 1-0 lead. Aho won the faceoff, 
Svechnikov got off a shot and Trocheck, in front of the 
crease, had the puck glance off him. 

The Staal line clicked for the second goal. First, Nino 
Niederreiter knocked the puck away from defenseman Jake 
Bean behind the Columbus net. Staal then found Fast in 
front for his third goal of the season. 

The Canes traveled to Columbus after what proved to be an 
emotional -- and for forward Jesperi Kotkaniemi relieving -- 
game against the Montreal Canadiens. Kotkaniemi, returning 
to the Bell Centre for the first time, heard boos from Habs 
fans and answered with a goal in a 4-1 win. 

Kotkanimei came to the Canes after the Habs failed to match 
an offer sheet. The Canes wanted badly to get him a victory 
Thursday, and did. 

Blue Jackets a challenge 

But Saturday’s game offered a different challenge: the Blue 
Jackets, who have a different look under first-year coach 
Brad Larsen and a somewhat different cast. It also was 
another Metropolitan Division game for the Canes, who beat 
the New York Islanders in the season opener. 

“You always know when you play Columbus what you’re 
getting into,” Brind’Amour said before the game. “They’re 
going to bring it.” 

The Blue Jackets won just 18 games and finished last in the 
Central Division in the 56-game 2021 season as the Canes 
took the division title with twice as many wins. But Columbus 
had started the 2021-22 season by winning three of the first 
four, topping the Islanders 3-2 on Thursday.
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Hurricanes get 3 PP goals, strong goaltending in 5-1 win at Columbus 

Carolina improved to 4-0-0 on the season  

By Cory Lavalette 

The keys to winning in the 21st-century NHL are solid 
goaltending and competent special teams — and the 
Carolina Hurricanes got plenty of each Saturday in 
Columbus. 

The Carolina power play converted three times, and Frederik 
Andersen made 27 saves for his and the Hurricanes’ fourth 
win in as many games in a 5-1 win over the Blue Jackets. 

Vincent Trocheck had two goals — including one on the 
power play — and an assist, Jordan Staal and Sebastian 
Aho each scored with the man advantage, and Carolina’s 
penalty kill was 4-for-5 in another convincing win. 

“It’s good to get off to a good start, power play and penalty 
kill,” Trocheck said. “Special teams are gonna be huge. … 
So to get off to a hot start, it gives us a little bit confidence 
and helps our team win some games.” 

While the Hurricanes’ brief two-game road trip ended with 
two lopsided wins, coach Rod Brind’Amour said after the 
game there’s still plenty for his 4-0-0 team to work on. 

“Our overall game, they could be sharper there,” 
Brind’Amour said. “But we are making some good plays and 
we’re working hard, and that’s showing in the victories right 
now.” 

When Carolina wasn’t sharp, Andersen was there to clean it 
up. The 32-year-old goalie has a league-best .944 save 
percentage on the season, and the only goal he allowed 
Saturday came on a 5-on-3 Columbus power play. 

“He’s off to a great start,” Staal said of Andersen. “There’s 
definitely no better feeling than when you make a big mistake 
and your goalie bails you out. … Calm, cool, just looks good 
in the net and has made big saves look easy.” 

While Andersen was shutting down Columbus’ attack, the 
Hurricanes used their power play to keep the Blue Jackets at 
arm’s length. 

After Jesper Fast opened the scoring — his third goal of the 
season, all coming in first periods — off a steal and pass by 
Staal, Carolina needed just seven seconds of a double-minor 
penalty to extend its lead to two in the opening frame. 

After a faceoff win, Andrei Svechnikov took a wrist shot from 
the point that hit Trocheck and went into the net to give the 
Hurricanes a 2-0 lead at 13:35 of the first period. 

The Blue Jackets got a power play goal of their own, 
converting early in a 5-on-3 when Boone Jenner jammed a 
loose puck past Andersen to cut the lead in half at 7:19 of 
the second period. 

Carolina’s power play was quick to respond. In the final 
minutes of the second period, Brett Pesce’s point shot made 
it to the Columbus net, and Staal jammed it in for his first 
goal of the season and a 3-1 lead. 

“When the power plays clicking, it makes it easier to win 
games,” Staal said. 

Aho gave the Hurricanes a third power play goal 7:05 into 
the third, firing a shot from the high slot that cleanly beat 
Joonas Korpisalo (28 saves) to give Carolina a 4-1 lead. 

Trocheck then got his second goal with just under four 
minutes left, one-timing a nice Svechnikov pass on the rush 
into the net for the game’s final goal. 

“For me, it’s just a matter of playing simple and going to the 
net and watching (wingers Svechnikov and Martin Necas) do 
their thing,” Trocheck said. 

Notes: Svechnikov didn’t score for the first time this season 
but did have two assists, giving him a team-high seven 
points. … Tony DeAngelo assisted on Trocheck’s first goal, 
giving the defenseman four assists — all on the power play 
— through four games. He also played 20:08, three minutes 
more than his high in his first three games with the 
Hurricanes. … Aho won all but one of his nine faceoffs. … 
Former Carolina defenseman Jake Bean, traded to 
Columbus at the draft, played 20:19, finished a minus-1 with 
two penalty minutes and had no shot attempts.
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Recap: Power Play Guides Canes to Victory In Columbus 

The special teams unit struck in each period Saturday night 

By Walt Ruff 

COLUMBUS, OH - Entering the game with an objective of 
taking fewer penalties than they did Thursday night in 
Montreal, the Carolina Hurricanes instead found themselves 
on the other side of the story tonight in Columbus, making 
good on three of their power play chances in a 5-1 win.  

The Man Advantage 

After a five-on-five connection between Jesper Fast and 
Jordan Staal to open up the contest, the Canes then went to 
the power play well on their next three goals to take control 
of the game. 

The only disruption to the four goal run for Carolina was a 
Columbus power play goal of their own, but the biggest 
storyline of the evening was what Carolina did when 
presented their opportunities. 

As a part of the team's 8-for-10 effort at the attacking faceoff 
dot in the first period, Sebastian Aho's win on a draw allowed 
Vincent Trocheck to deflect a puck home to give the team a 
2-0 lead in the first. Then, from a very similar spot on the ice 
at the end of the second period, Jordan Staal jammed home 
a second effort past Joonas Korpisalo to once again extend 
his team's lead by a pair. 

In the third it was Aho striking for one of his own, firing from 
the high slot to give the Canes their first three goal lead on 
the night.  

There was a sense of timeliness to both the Staal and Aho 
goals that coupled nicely with their contributions to the 
scoreboard. The Blue Jackets power play tally that made the 
game 2-1 in the second period gave them a little bit of life, 
which then was snatched away by the Hurricanes captain. 
While the third period push by the home side did not produce 
any imminent threats, Aho's wrist shot seemed to put the 
night away, giving Carolina an advantage of three with 12:55 
to play. 

Andersen The Backbone Once Again 

Had it not been for the Hurricanes netminder the power play 
may not have been presented with an opportunity to become 
a story in the contest Saturday. In the first 12 minutes of play 
the Canes had two turnovers in their own end that led to 

tremendous chances for the Blue Jackets, both of which 
Frederik Andersen was up to par on. 

Including one on talented scorer Patrik Laine, Andersen's 
fourth start in as many games for his club was the second 
consecutive in which he allowed just one goal. As mentioned 
prior, the goal came while shorthanded, just like Thursday 
night, meaning that the Danish netminder has now gone 
147:54 without allowing a five-on-five goal. 

With 117 stops on 124 shots faced to date, "Freddie" has 
been sensational. Additionally, tonight he became the first 
goaltender in franchise history to start his journey with the 
team with four consecutive wins. 

They Said It 

Vincent Trocheck on the team's special teams play: 

"Special teams are going to be huge, especially going late in 
the season and into playoffs. To get off to a hot start, get us 
a little bit of confidence and help our team win some games, 
it's great." 

Jordan Staal on the play of Frederik Andersen for the team: 

"He's off to a great start. There's no better feeling than when 
you make a big mistake and your goalie bails you out. It's 
give and take and we're taking a little bit too much from 
Freddie right now. We'd like to play a little better in front of 
him and keep those "Grade A" chances to a minimum. [He's 
been] calm, cool, collected, looks good in the net and has 
made big saves look easy." 

Rod Brind'Amour sharing his thoughts on the game as a 
whole: 

"I thought the special teams were big. We killed a lot of 
penalties and got some power play goals. I didn't love our 
overall five-on-five game, we just had too many turnovers 
that led to some really good chances for them, but Freddie 
was great. I mean, it was a good effort though, we did a 
couple things that I thought were great. We had some 
hiccups, but, again, Freddie was great." 

What's Next? 

The Canes return to Raleigh early Sunday morning and will 
now prepare to take on the Toronto Maple Leafs Monday 
night at PNC Arena. Tickets for the contest can be found 
here.
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Hurricanes defeat Blue Jackets, win fourth in row to start season 

Andersen makes 27 saves to extend streak, Trocheck scores 
first two 

By Craig Merz 

COLUMBUS -- The Carolina Hurricanes won their fourth 
straight game to start the season, 5-1 against the Columbus 
Blue Jackets at Nationwide Arena on Saturday. 

Vincent Trocheck scored his first two goals of the season, 
and Jordan Staal scored and had an assist for Carolina. 
Frederik Andersen made 27 saves and has won each of his 
first four games with the Hurricanes after leaving the Toronto 
Maple Leafs as a free agent. 

"He's been phenomenal," Trocheck said. "He's kept us in all 
these games that we've had a lot of flurries in the defensive 
zone. 

"We're not usually the team that gets up so many Grade-A 
chances, but when we have these last few games, he's 
stepped up, and that's been a big part of the reason why 
we're winning games." 

Boone Jenner scored, and Joonas Korpisalo made 28 saves 
for Columbus (3-2-0), which lost for the first time in four 
home games. 

"That was a really good hockey team we played tonight," 
Blue Jackets coach Brad Larsen said. "They make you make 
plays. You have to be on your game against them, you can't 
give them anything free. There's not a lot of holes in that 
team." 

Jesper Fast gave Carolina a 1-0 lead at 7:11 of the first 
period. The forecheck forced a turnover and Staal was below 
the goal line when he passed to the low slot. 

"They are an aggressive team, all good skaters," Blue 
Jackets forward Gustav Nyquist said. "Give them the benefit. 
They made it hard tonight on us." 

Trocheck extended it to 2-0 at 13:35, seven seconds into a 
double-minor for high sticking by Vladimir Gavrikov. 
Trocheck was in front of the net when a shot by Andrei 

Svechnikov deflected off his body for his first goal since April 
15, 2021, a span of 18 games. 

Jenner made it 2-1 at 7:19 of the second period, scoring 11 
seconds into a two-man advantage for his fourth goal, third 
on the power play. He has scored in three straight games. 

Carolina took a 3-1 lead at 15:57 on a Staal power-play goal. 
He scored his first of the season on a rebound of a Brett 
Pesce shot. 

"Back half of the second period, we were putting some shifts 
together," Larsen said. "Their power-play goal took the wind 
out of our sails." 

Sebastian Aho made it 4-1 at 7:05 of the third period with a 
power-play goal. He has six points (three goals, three 
assists) in a four-game point streak. 

The Hurricanes were 3-for-6 on the power play. The Blue 
Jackets were 1-for-4. 

"You get that many penalties you are shooting yourself in the 
foot. You've got to play them 5-on-5," Larsen said. 

Trocheck scored on a backhand at 16:13 to make it 5-1. 

"I thought the special teams were big," Carolina coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. "We killed a lot of penalties and then we 
got some power-play goals, which was huge, but I didn't love 
our overall 5-on-5 game. We just had too many turnovers, 
which led to some really good chances for them." 

NOTES: Svechnikov extended his point streak to four games 
(four goals, three assists) but had a three-game goal streak 
end. ... Carolina tied the 1995-96 team for the franchise's 
second longest win streak to start a season. The Hurricanes 
won five straight to start the 2019-20 season. ... Jakub 
Voracek got his 100th assist with the Blue Jackets in his 
246th game. The forward has at least one assist in three 
straight games. He played his first three NHL seasons for 
Columbus (2008-11). He was traded this offseason (for 
forward Cam Atkinson) after playing 10 seasons for the 
Philadelphia Flyers.
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Hurricanes stretch win streak to 4 games, beat Columbus 5-1 

By Nicole Kraft 

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Vincent Trocheck had two goals 
and an assist to lead Carolina to a 5-1 win over the 
Columbus Blue Jackets on Saturday night, the Hurricanes’ 
fourth straight win to open the season. 

Jordan Staal and Sebastian Aho added power-play goals, 
and Jesper Fast also scored for Carolina. Frederik Andersen 
stopped 27 shots in his fourth straight win. 

“He’s been phenomenal,” Trocheck said of Andersen. “He’s 
kept us in all these games that we’ve had a lot of flurries in 
the defensive zone. We’re not usually the team that gets up 
so many (chances) but when we have these last few games 
he’s been there to step up and keep us in the game, and 
that’s been a big part of the reason why we’re winning 
games.” 

Columbus captain Boone Jenner scored, and Joonas 
Korpisalo finished with 28 saves. 

Fast put Carolina on the board at 7:11 of the first period, 
scoring off a behind-the-net pass from Staal after a 
Columbus turnover. 

Carolina made it 2-0 at 13:35 of the first when a left-circle 
wrister from Andrei Svechnikov ricocheted off Trocheck’s 
back and past Korpisalo, just six seconds into a Columbus 
double-minor penalty for high sticking.  

“I thought the special teams were big, obviously,” Carolina 
coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “We killed a lot of penalties 
and then got some powerful goals, which is huge. I didn’t 
love our overall like 5-on-5 play — we just had too many 
turnovers. It led to some really good chances for them. But it 
was a good effort and we did some really good things.” 

Korpisalo lost his second straight game, and the Blue 
Jackets absorbed their first defeat at home in four games this 
season. 

“That was a really good hockey team we played tonight, Blue 
Jackets coach Brad Larsen said. ”They make you make 
plays.  

“You have to be on your game against them. You can’t give 
them anything free. ... There are not a lot of holes in that 
team.” 

Jenner took advantage of a 5-on-3 shift, the result of a pair of 
Carolina penalties in the second period, forcing the puck past 
Andersen from in front of the crease at 7:19 of the second to 
make it 2-1. 

The goal was Jenner’s team leading fourth in five games and 
kept alive his three-game point streak. Jakub Voracek’s 
assist was his 100th as a member of the Blue Jackets and 
his third in as many games. 

But Carolina was not done, pulling ahead 3-1 on a power-
play goal by Staal, dribbling his first score of the season past 
Korpisalo at 15:57 of the second with just eight seconds left 
on a Voracek hooking penalty. Jesperi Kotkaniemi’s assist 
was his first for the Hurricanes, after three years with 
Montreal. 

“You get that many penalties you are shooting yourself in the 
foot,” Larsen said. “You’ve got to play them 5 on 5.” 

Aho made it 4-1 at 7:05 of the third, with 22 seconds left in 
Columbus’ fourth penalty of the game. Trocheck’s second 
goal came at 16:13 off a give-and-go from Svechnikov. 

WIN STREAK 

With Saturday’s win, Carolina notched the second 4-0 start in 
the club’s history, tied for its second-longest streak. 

OLD FRIENDS 

The Hurricanes were reunited with Jake Bean, who played 
44 games with the Carolina before joining the Blue Jackets 
this season. Bean has one goal in five appearances with 
Columbus. 

MAKING A POINT 

Columbus’ Patrik Laine (2-4-6) has a point in every game the 
Blue Jackets have played this year. 

UP NEXT 

Caroline: Hosts Toronto on Monday. 

Columbus: Hosts Dallas Monday.
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Hurricanes stay undefeated, beat Blue Jackets 5-1 

The Hurricanes put together a dominant special teams 
performance in their 5-1 win over the Blue Jackets. 

By Brett Finger  

The Jake Bean revenge game doesn’t hit quite as hard as 
the Jesperi Kotkaniemi revenge game. Still, nevertheless, 
the Carolina Hurricanes followed up their fun win in Montreal 
with a trip to Columbus to do battle with the Blue Jackets. 

Saturday night’s matchup wasn’t as dramatic as Thursday’s, 
but it did render the same result, with the Hurricanes pulling 
out a 5-1 win over the Jackets and improving to a perfect 4-0 
record to open up the 2021-22 season. 

A rush of back and forth action in the opening minutes of the 
first period eventually led to an early ice-breaking goal for the 
Hurricanes from a familiar customer. 

Jesper Fast netted his third goal of the young season after 
Jordan Staal and Nino Niederreiter combined to force a 
turnover from former Hurricanes Jake Bean behind the 
Columbus net. 

The Hurricanes continued to mount pressure after the 
game’s first goal, and defenseman Brady Skjei was in the 
middle of all of the action. His active play in the offensive 
zone led to the lanky defenseman dicing through a couple of 
Columbus defenders and sending a shot on the net that got 
batted home by Andrei Svechnikov. Unfortunately, that goal 
was waved off immediately due to his stick being well above 
the crossbar. 

Skjei came right back and nearly scored a goal on his next 
shift, but he was denied by an outstretched Joonas 
Korpisalo. 

An offensive zone high stick from Columbus defenseman 
Vladislav Gakrikov at 13:28 of the first period bloodied up 
Nino Niederreiter and gifted the Hurricanes a prime 
opportunity to extend their lead. 

And they did. 

Svechnikov learned from his no-goal and decided to simply 
shoot the puck off of someone else and into the net. Vincent 
Trocheck was the lucky recipient of that shot. It bounced off 
his body and into the net to make it a 2-0 game. 

A couple of defensive zone turnovers made things dicey at 
times in the first period, but Frederik Andersen was on his 
game, and the Hurricanes closed out the opening 20 with 
complete control of the momentum, and they had a 2-0 lead 
to show for it. 

That momentum carried over into the second period as the 
Hurricanes had non-stop possession of the puck in the 
offensive zone throughout the course of several minutes. 

The Blue Jackets survived that barrage and came back with 
one of their own. 

A strong shift from Columbus ended with Tony DeAngelo 
getting the gate for hooking in front of Andersen. Then Brett 
Pesce joined him in the penalty box just a few seconds later 
to set the Blue Jackets up with a lengthy 5-on-3 opportunity 
that they capitalized on. 

Boone Jenner’s net-front drive resulted in the puck pinballing 
through the legs of Andersen to cut the Canes’ lead in half 
just over seven minutes into the second period. 

Carolina successfully killed off the remainder of that 
Columbus power play before getting another man advantage 
of their own. Their best chance came from a Martin Necas 
one-timer with three seconds left, but Korpisalo got across to 
make a fantastic stop. 

The Blue Jackets didn’t get quite as lucky when they took 
another penalty at 14:05. 

The first unit came up empty, but again it was the second 
unit that got the best chance of the power play, and it 
resulted in a goal. Jesperi Kotkaniemi set up Pesce for a 
long-range blast. Jordan Staal was camped out in front and 
hammered home the rebound chance to give the Hurricanes 
their second two-goal lead of the night. 

Columbus threatened late in the second period, but a handful 
of big saves from Andersen helped Carolina retain their two-
goal through 40 minutes. 

The Hurricanes did good work at their own blue line at the 
opening of the third period, limiting the Blue Jackets’ rush 
attempts and ultimately keeping them at bay through the first 
few shifts of the frame. 

As expected, special teams play continued to play a role in 
this game. Gustav Nyquist clipped Trocheck at the Columbus 
blue line and gave Carolina another chance on the man 
advantage. 

The early returns for the power play were dreadful. The 
Canes gave up rush chance after rush chance and failed to 
gain possession of the puck. That was until the Hurricanes 
got the only chance they needed in the form of an absolute 
snipe from Sebastian Aho from the top of the slot to pad the 
lead to three goals. 

Aho’s third goal in two games served as a dagger for the 
Blue Jackets and ended up putting the game out of reach. 

A Teuvo Teravainen hooking penalty halfway through the 
period gave Columbus a chance to carve into the Carolina 
lead (it wouldn’t be their last), but it was the penalty killing 
group that got the best chance of the sequence as Martin 
Necas found Aho all alone in front of the net. His bid for 
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another multi-goal game was shut down on a great lunging 
save from Korpisalo. 

Ian Cole then got called for holding, and the veteran laughed 
in disapproval as he skated to the box with 7:51 left in the 
third period. Again, the Hurricanes got the best chance of the 
sequence, this time thanks to a long breakaway chance from 
Jordan Staal that was stopped by Korpisalo. 

Trocheck put the game away with 3:47 left in the game off of 
a gorgeous saucer pass from Svechnikov to make it a 5-1 
game, and that’s how it ended. 

It was an all-around dominant effort for much of the game for 
Carolina, fueled by a dominant power play. The Canes went 
three for six on the man advantage and three for four on the 
penalty kill. Their special teams work was the most 
significant difference in the game. 

Andersen put together another brilliant start, stopping 27 of 
28 shots. Trocheck netted his first two goals of the season 
and joined Staal and Svechnikov in having multi-point nights. 

The Hurricanes will return home to take on the Toronto 
Maple Leafs on Monday night.

 

They Said It: Rod Brind’Amour, Jordan Staal, and Vincent Trocheck on 5-1 win in Columbus 

Rod Brind’Amour, Jordan Staal, and Vincent Trocheck spoke 
to the media after the Hurricanes’ 5-1 win over the Blue 
Jackets. 

By Brett Finger  

With their convincing 5-1 win over the Columbus Blue 
Jackets on Saturday night, the Carolina Hurricanes improved 
to 4-0 on the 2021-22 season. The win was fueled by 
dominant special teams play and some timely saves by their 
red-hot goaltender. 

Rod Brind’Amour, Jordan Staal, and Vincent Trocheck spoke 
to the media about the win. Here’s what they had to say. 

Rod Brind’Amour 

On his team’s overall effort in the win: I thought the special 
teams were big. We killed a lot of penalties and got some 
power-play goals, which were huge. I didn’t love our overall 
5-on-5 game. We just had too many turnovers that led to 
good chances for them, but Freddie was great. It was a good 
effort. We did some really good things, but we had some 
hiccups and Freddie was great. 

On how things have gone offensively: The puck’s going in, 
but there are a lot of areas where we can be sharper. I think 
we need to get more pucks to the net. We’re over-passing at 
times, looking for the pretty play. Our overall game, I think 
we need to be sharper there, but we are making some good 
plays and we’re working hard. That’s showing in the victories 
right now. 

On how the team keeps winning with the line juggling: We’ve 
got some skill players. Figuring out where they fit best is 
going to be an ongoing process for a while, but as long as 
we work hard at it, good things should come with the group 
we have. 

On the team’s early road success: You want to get off to a 
good start, number one. On the road, getting some of those 
games done is good. I think it’s always better to start early in 
the season with road games. Those are the ones where you 
don’t mind having long road trip to start the year because 
everyone’s excited about playing and you can knock some of 
those games out. You want to be home more during the 
middle of the year and have long homestands. Whether 
you’re at home or on the road, you have to play the same 
way. 

On if he thinks Andersen will play on Monday against the 
Maple Leafs: He might play… We gotta think about it and 
assess everything tomorrow to see where everyone’s at. 
We’ll go from there. 

On if Trocheck’s game is similar to Staal in that he brings it 
every night in all areas: I think it’s the nature of our sport that, 
for forwards, that you’re looking at their point totals to see if 
they’re playing well. I don’t do that. It’s what are they 
creating, what are they giving up, what are they doing for the 
team to help us win. Both of those guys have been special 
for us in that way. Obviously, Jordo for a long time and 
continues to do so. 

On if he also thought like that when he was a player: Nope. 
Players always think about points, because that’s what 
everyone talks about. That’s why it’s my job to make sure 
they understand that what we appreciate here is going out 
and playing hard and doing it right. If the points come, that’s 
great. Obviously, we need guys to score and generate 
offensively, but that doesn’t come before doing it right. 

Jordan Staal 

On the effectiveness of the power play: When the power play 
is clicking, it makes it easier to win games. It’s not easy 
scoring goals in this league and when the power play is 
going, it helps. Obviously we had some good bounces, but I 
thought we did some good things to create those bounces on 
the power play. 

On the team coming together more and more: The guys are 
playing well and understanding their roles and what’s 
expected of them. All throughout the lineup, I think everyone 
has really bought into how we want to play and the speed 
that we want to play at and the way we’re trying to defend. 
Obviously, we can improve and get a lot better. Freddie 
played great again and really bailed us out early with a few 
big saves. We were getting a little too cute, but I thought the 
guys have really bought in to how we want to do things here. 

On the impact from the top-of-the-lineup players (Aho, 
Svechnikov, etc.) getting off to good starts: They’re obviously 
the engine of our team and when those guys are going, good 
things will happen. Not that surprised by it. They’re two very 
talented players. There’s a lot of talented players in this 
group, but what they do and how they carry themselves and 
the way they came into this season, they looked ready to go 
and I’m not surprised by the start they’re having. 
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On Frederik Andersen’s play: He’s off to a great start as well. 
There’s definitely no better feeling than when you make a big 
mistake and your goalie bails you out. It’s a give and take. 
Obviously, we’re taking a little bit too much from Freddie right 
now and we’d like to play better in front of him and really 
keep those grade-A’s to a minimum. But, yeah. Calm, cool, 
just looks good in the net and just made big saves look easy. 
It’s nice to see and like I said, hopefully we won’t have to be 
needing him as much going forward. 

Vincent Trocheck 

On the power play’s success: It’s good to get off to a good 
start. The power play, penalty kill… special teams is going to 
be huge. They always are, especially going late into the 
season and the playoffs. So to get off to a hot start gives us 
a little bit of confidence and hopefully it helps our team win. 

On playing with Andrei Svechnikov and Martin Necas: It 
makes things easy on me. I’ve said it a few times now, I just 

have to keep my game simple and get those guys the puck. 
They’re obviously dynamic offensively. They’re going to 
make things happen on every shift, every time they have the 
puck. For me, it’s just playing simple hockey and getting 
pucks to the net and watching them do their thing. 

On playing the antagonizer role: For me, it’s sometimes a 
little bit too much, but I think it’s just the competitive nature of 
the game. Every once in a while it might get a little heated, 
and it just so happened to be Laine tonight, but there’s 
nothing that goes into [who I go after]. 

On Frederik Andersen: He’s been phenomenal. He’s kept us 
in all of these games. We’ve had a lot of flurries in the 
defensive zone. We’re not usually a team that gives up so 
many grade-A’s, but when we have in these last few games, 
he’s stepped up and kept us in them and that’s a big part of 
the reason why we’re winning games.

 

 

 

 

Canes clobber Columbus with trio of power play goals  

By Bryan Pyrtle 

The Carolina Hurricanes put on a power play clinic in 
Columbus, Ohio on Saturday, Oct. 23 as they disposed of 
the Blue Jackets in a 5-1 victory. Columbus spent 12 minutes 
in the penalty box and the Canes made them pay by scoring 
on three of their six power plays. 

Carolina (4-0-0) spread the puck out well with four different 
goal-scorers including centers Vincent Trocheck and Jordan 
Staal, who both scored their first of the season. Both of their 
goals came on the power play, where the Canes’ unit shined 
over the course of the game, and Trocheck secured his 
second goal to give his squad a 5-1 lead over Columbus (3-
2-0) in the third period. 

“[My teammates are] gonna make things happen on every 
shift, every time they have the puck,” Trocheck said. “So for 
me, it's just a matter of playing simple. Get to the net and 
watch them do their thing.” 

Even though he didn’t score, right wing Andrei Svechnikov 
still found ways to make his mark on the game. In addition to 
assisting both of Trocheck’s goals, Svech went up and over 
with the puck while attempting to extend Carolilna’s lead. 
The goal was disallowed, however, because Svechnikov’s 
stick went above the net during the shot. 

The Hurricanes seemed to take their foot off the gas in the 
second period and allowed the Blue Jackets to creep back 
into the game. A hooking call against defender Tony 
DeAngelo at the 6:45 mark and a holding call against 

defender Brett Pesce just 23 seconds later gave Columbus a 
5-on-3 power play. The Blue Jackets utilized this chance to 
score their only goal of the game. 

Conversely, the Canes put the game out of reach with a pair 
of power play goals, one coming late in the second period 
when center Jesperi Kotkaniemi and Pesce set up Staal’s 
goal and the other center, Sebastian Aho, scored the Canes’ 
third power play goal just over seven minutes into the third 
period. 

With the exception of when they were two men down, the 
Canes didn’t make things easy on goalkeeper Frederick 
Andersen, coughing up the puck in inopportune places and 
giving the Blue Jackets chances to score. Despite this 
sloppiness, Andersen stepped up again to the tune of 27 
saves. 

“He’s been phenomenal,” Trocheck said. “He's kept us in all 
these games where we've had a lot of flurries in the 
defensive zone.” 

Andersen and the Canes will head back to Raleigh to defend 
their perfect record against Andersen’s former team, the 
Toronto Maple Leafs on Monday, Oct 25 at 7 p.m. It remains 
to be seen whether Andersen will face off against his ex-
teammates. 

“He might play, we've got to think about it,” said head coach 
Rod Brind’Amour. “We'll assess everything tomorrow, where 
everybody's at, and then go from there.
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Wolves whomp Milwaukee 

Wolves knock off Admirals for second night in a row as six 
forwards score  

The Chicago Wolves reeled off three goals in a 93-second 
stretch during the first period to set the tone for a 6-1 triumph 
over the Milwaukee Admirals Saturday night at Allstate 
Arena. 

Forwards David Gust, Stefan Noesen, Maxim Letunov, 
Andrew Poturalski, C.J. Smith, Stelio Mattheos scored for the 
Wolves (2-1-0-0) as they knocked off their Central Division 
rivals for the second night in a row. 

“When we play together and we play the right way, the 
offense is going to come,” said Wolves head coach Ryan 
Warsofsky. “We’ve done a good job of that the last two 
nights. Even though it was 6-0 there, we wanted to keep 
playing with our identity and our competitiveness and our 
consistency.” 

The game featured the first woman referee in Wolves history. 
Lake Forest resident Samantha Hiller, one of 10 female 
officials the American Hockey League hired this season, 
made her AHL debut Saturday night — one week after Katie 
Guay became the first woman to officiate an AHL or NHL 
contest. 

Gust, an Orland Park native, opened the scoring at 16:46 of 
the first when he found himself open near the left corner 
between the goal line and circle. He rifled a rising wrister 
from a sharp angle that beat Milwaukee goaltender Devin 
Cooley over his right shoulder. Rookie defenseman Artyom 
Serikov, a 20-year-old Russia native, earned his first North 
American professional point with the primary assist. 

The Wolves boosted their lead to 2-0 at 17:52 when Noesen 
camped in front of Cooley and had perfect position to knock 

home the rebound after Cooley blocked defenseman Cavan 
Fitzgerald’s shot from the point. 

Letunov completed the Wolves’ first-period spree at 18:19 
with his first goal for the team. Spencer Smallman accepted 
a pass in the left circle from Sam Miletic. When Cooley 
turned toward Smallman and dropped to the ice, Smallman 
slipped the puck to Letunov in the slot so he could hit the 
open net. 

Poturalski, the Wolves captain, pushed the lead to 4-0 at 
4:47 of the second when the AHL’s 2021 scoring champion 
snapped a shot from the top of the right circle for a power-
play goal. 

Mattheos produced his first goal of the season at 1:09 of the 
third to stake Chicago to a 5-0 margin. He swatted home a 
rebound moments after Wolves forward Jack Drury appeared 
to rip a one-timer across the goal line. 

Smith added his team-high third goal of the season when he 
swept a Poturalski pass into the net from just outside the 
crease. 

Milwaukee (1-2-0-0) picked up its lone goal on Joseph 
LaBate’s tally with 1:09 remaining in regulation. Alex Lyon (1-
1-0) rejected 17 shots to earn the win. 

Cooley (1-2-0) stopped nine of 13 shots before being 
replaced after Poturalski’s second-period goal. Parker 
Gahagen posted 22 saves in relief. 

The Wolves start a three-game road trip at Grand Rapids on 
Wednesday, but return to Allstate Arena on Saturday, Nov. 
6, to host Manitoba because Saturday is Hockey Night in 
Chicago. To get the best tickets for any of the Wolves’ seven 
November home games, contact a Wolves ticket 
representative here or call 1-800-THE-WOLVES.
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article255235726.html#storylink=mainstage_card 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/10/hurricanes-get-3-pp-goals-strong-goaltending-in-5-1-win-at-columbus/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-power-play-guides-canes-to-victory-in-columbus/c-327168914 

https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-columbus-blue-jackets-game-recap/c-326878898 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-ohio-carolina-hurricanes-hockey-9a6738fb5e0e4ba878434376328b84dd 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/10/23/22742447/carolina-hurricanes-stay-undefeated-columbus-beat-blue-jackets-5-1-trocheck-aho-andersen-
nhl-recap 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/10/23/22742624/they-said-it-rod-brindamour-jordan-staal-vincent-trocheck-5-1-win-carolina-hurricanes-blue-
jackets 

https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/canes-clobber-columbus-with-trio-of-power-play-goals/article_8c777426-3471-11ec-9791-
571bc46be00c.html 

https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/10/23/wolves-whomp-milwaukee/ 
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Vincent Trocheck scores twice and Frederik Andersen wins again as the 
Canes roll on 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

UPDATED OCTOBER 23, 2021 11:33 PM 

 

Not wanting to tamper with success, the Carolina Hurricanes went with 
the same lineup for a fourth straight game Saturday. 

That meant a fourth start in net for goalie Frederik Andersen. 

For the fourth straight time, it clicked. The Canes raced past the 
Columbus Blue Jackets for a 5-1 road win at Nationwide Arena, scoring 
three times on the power play and getting another coolly efficient game 
from Andersen, who had 27 saves. 

Vincent Trocheck scored twice, the first on the power play, and Jordan 
Staal and Sebastian Aho also had power-play strikes. Jesper Fast added 
an even-strength goal for the Canes (4-0-0), who won for the third time 
on the road. 

“I think the guys are playing well and understanding their roles and 
what’s expected of them,” Staal said to the media after the game. “I think 
everyone has bought in to how we want to play and the speed we want to 
play at and the way we’re trying to defend. Obviously we can improve 
and we can be a lot better. 

“Obviously Freddie (Andersen) played great again and really bailed us 
out early with some big saves when we got a little too cute. Calm, cool, 
just looks good in the net and has made big saves look easy. It’s nice to 
see.” 

Trocheck added an assist for a three-point night and Andrei Svechnikov 
had two assists with another active game, setting up Trocheck for his 
second goal with a well-placed pass. 

The Blue Jackets (3-2-0) picked up a 5-on-3 power-play score from 
Boone Jenner in the second. But Andersen, moving smoothly in the 
crease, made some sparkling saves later in the period and again when 
pressured in the third -- Columbus had 24 scoring chances and 10 “high-
danger” chances in the game (Naturalstattrick.com). 

Staal, who had a powerful game, jammed the puck past goalie Joonas 
Korpisalo for the Canes’ third goal and his first of the season. Staal also 
set up Fast for his score in the first with some strong work behind the 
Columbus net, 

The Blue Jackets made a strong push in the third, but Aho’s power-play 
strike, on a quick release from the slot, made it 4-1. 

“Special teams were big obviously,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said 
after the game. “We killed a lot penalties and got some power-play goals, 
which were huge. I didn’t love our overall 5-on-5 game. We just had too 
many turnovers that led some really good chances for them, but Freddie 
was great. 

“It was a good effort. We did some really good things and had some 
hiccups, but Freddie was great. ... We’re working hard and that’s showing 
in the victories right now.” 

The Canes put the puck in the Columbus net three times in the first 
period in taking the 2-0 lead. 

Svechnikov batted the puck in but had his stick well above the cross-bar -
- good try, no goal. He also was initially credited with the Canes’ second 
goal until a scoring change. 

The Canes needed seven seconds on the first power play of the game to 
take a 1-0 lead. Aho won the faceoff, Svechnikov got off a shot and 
Trocheck, in front of the crease, had the puck glance off him. 

The Staal line clicked for the second goal. First, Nino Niederreiter 
knocked the puck away from defenseman Jake Bean behind the 
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Columbus net. Staal then found Fast in front for his third goal of the 
season. 

The Canes traveled to Columbus after what proved to be an emotional -- 
and for forward Jesperi Kotkaniemi relieving -- game against the 
Montreal Canadiens. Kotkaniemi, returning to the Bell Centre for the first 
time, heard boos from Habs fans and answered with a goal in a 4-1 win. 

Kotkanimei came to the Canes after the Habs failed to match an offer 
sheet. The Canes wanted badly to get him a victory Thursday, and did. 

But Saturday’s game offered a different challenge: the Blue Jackets, who 
have a different look under first-year coach Brad Larsen and a somewhat 
different cast. It also was another Metropolitan Division game for the 
Canes, who beat the New York Islanders in the season opener. 

“You always know when you play Columbus what you’re getting into,” 
Brind’Amour said before the game. “They’re going to bring it.” 

The Blue Jackets won just 18 games and finished last in the Central 
Division in the 56-game 2021 season as the Canes took the division title 
with twice as many wins. But Columbus had started the 2021-22 season 
by winning three of the first four, topping the Islanders 3-2 on Thursday. 
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Short-handed Pittsburgh Penguins annihilate Maple Leafs 7-1 

 

Staff Report 

THE CANADIAN PRESS 

PUBLISHED 7 HOURS AGO 

 

Rookie Drew O’Connor scored twice and Marcus Pettersson added a 
goal and two assists Saturday as the Pittsburgh Penguins, despite a 
heavily diluted lineup, drubbed the visiting Toronto Maple Leafs 7-1. 

Pittsburgh’s Mike Matheson and Evan Rodrigues each added a goal and 
an assist. Jason Zucker and Brian Boyle also scored while Danton 
Heinen and Kasperi Kapanen had two assists each for the Penguins, 
who played without five of their top six skaters. 

Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin, Bryan Rust, Jeff Carter and Kris Letang 
were out because of injury or positive COVID-19 tests, with Letang’s 
positive test coming earlier Saturday. 

Penguins goaltender Tristan Jarry made 28 saves. 

Jason Spezza scored for the Maple Leafs. 

Toronto goaltender Jack Campbell gave up five goals on 21 shots 
through two periods before being replaced by Michael Hutchinson, who 
allowed two goals on 12 shots. 

O’Connor opened the scoring at 11:53 of the first period. Pettersson let 
loose a shot from just below the left point, and the puck banked in off 
O’Connor’s hip. 

Toronto tied it 1-1 at 12:44 of the first. Spezza, from near the left goal 
post, tapped a rebound behind Jarry. 

Matheson broke the tie at 1:38 of the second. He drove down the left side 
past Jake Muzzin and swooped around the net to deposit a wraparound 
goal. 

Fifteen seconds later, Zucker gave the Penguins a 3-1 lead. His shot 
from the top of the left circle caromed in off the skate of the Maple Leafs’ 
Timothy Liljegren. 

The Pittsburgh Penguins celebrate after a second-period goal by left 
wing Drew O'Connor (10) against the Toronto Maple Leafs at PPG Paints 
Arena. 

At 11:01 of the second, O’Connor struck again, making it 4-1 with a shot 
that went in off Muzzin’s skate. 

Pettersson upped it to 5-1 at 13:59 of the second when he converted a 
feed from Rodrigues. Pettersson became the 14th different Penguins 
player to score through five games. 

Hutchinson replaced Campbell in net for the third, and Boyle greeted him 
with a goal from near the left hash marks off a pass from Dominik Simon 
just 20 seconds in. 

Rodrigues made it 7-1 at 2:24 on a screened shot during a power play. 

Boyle and Toronto’s Wayne Simmonds fought with 6:44 left. 

This content appears as provided to The Globe by the originating wire 
service. It has not been edited by Globe staff. 
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‘The mood ain’t great.’ The Leafs were embarrassed in Pittsburgh, 
playing like they did before Mike Babcock got fired 

 

By Kevin McGran Staff Reporter 

Sat., Oct. 23, 2021 

 

PITTSBURGH—Being a Toronto Maple Leaf right now is not that much 
fun. 

They’ve lost three in a row (0-2-1) after an embarrassing 7-1 defeat to 
the injury-riddled Pittsburgh Penguins on Saturday night. 

Their top players can’t score. Their power play is still struggling. Their 
coach is getting combative with the media. And they are playing a 
disinterested brand of hockey not seen since Mike Babcock got fired two 
seasons ago. 

“The mood ain’t great,” said defenceman Jake Muzzin. “When you lose 
like that, it is not a good mood. But it’s early in the season. It’s a test for 
us, and let’s see how we respond. 

“You learn from it. You understand it. It’s very hard to win in this league, 
and we’re going to have to work a lot harder to win.” 

Sunday will be a day off for them in warm Raleigh, N.C., to prepare for 
Monday’s game against Frederik Andersen and the Carolina Hurricanes. 

“I’m not too worried about that. We’ve got other things to worry about in 
our room,” said Muzzin. “(The loss) is inexcusable. Myself, everyone, we 
all need to be better.” 

Looking for answers 

Coach Sheldon Keefe was combative with the media after Friday’s loss 
when he was — fairly — asked about a player whose ice time had 
dwindled, only to say it wasn’t an “appropriate” question. 

Collars seemed to be tightening. Keefe was looking for answers and not 
finding any, so perhaps calling questions inappropriate was a means to 
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deflect an answer, kick it down the road for a game or two and hope 
something changes. 

Coach Sheldon Keefe and the Maple Leafs gave up seven goals in 
Pittsburgh on Saturday night — their first game in the United States since 
before the pandemic. 

Instead, after Saturday’s performance, all we have are more questions. 

Their starts have been awful. They gave up the first goal for the fifth time 
in six games. They were outshot 8-2 early, then rallied after Pittsburgh 
scored the opener to end the first tied 1-1. But after two quick Pittsburgh 
goals in the second period it went from bad to worse. 

“There’s a lot of things not to be happy about from that point on,” said 
Keefe. “But a tough game to assess in a lot of ways because I thought 
we were going pretty well there for a good chunk of time. 

“And then two pucks are in our net in a hurry. The game really changed 
from there. I didn’t like how we managed it from that point on. It’s tough 
playing from behind. We’ve been doing it too much lately and this one got 
away on us.” 

No Crosby or Malkin 

And remember, the Leafs were facing a team without four key players: 
Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin, Jeff Carter and Kris Letang. 

“They’ve had some injury problems and it just (speaks to) what they’ve 
built here, to be able to kind of withstand those injuries for a moment in 
time and be able to still pile together wins. And they’ve just got a winning 
culture about them,” said Leafs winger Alex Kerfoot. 

That’s where the Leafs want to get to. 

Greasy goals 

The Penguins scored the kind of goals the Leafs have talked about, but 
can’t get: greasy ones, lucky ones, from getting pucks to dangerous 
places. 

The game’s first goal went off Drew O’Connor’s pants. Pittsburgh’s 
second goal came when Mike Matheson blew by Muzzin for a 
wraparound. Pittsburgh’s third goal by Jason Zucker deflected off 
Timothy Liljegren’s stick. And their fourth, another by O’Connor, went in 
off Muzzin’s blade. 

“It’s a funny game because you feel like you’re playing pretty well, and all 
of a sudden it goes in the net continuously, right?” said Keefe. “I’ve never 
quite seen anything like it. If I’m not mistaken, the first four goals are all 
redirects. It’s not till the fifth goal that Campbell lets in a goal that they 
actually shoot it in the net.” 

The goals after that were just injury added to insult, especially since ex-
Leaf Brian Boyle and Evan Rodrigues — briefly Leafs property in a 2020 
summertime trade — were among the late scorers. 

Jason Spezza scored for the Leafs. 

Timeout 

Keefe called a timeout after the Penguins went up 3-1, with Matheson’s 
and Zucker’s goals coming in the second minute of the second period. 

“That was a tough moment,” said Keefe. “We needed to gather our team. 
I was just trying to get us to relax and get back to playing, not change 
anything, but also recognize the urgency of the situation in playing in a 
hole. So that was really the purpose of the timeout. I didn’t think we 
responded well from it.” 

By the end of the second it was 5-1, and Jack Campbell’s night was over. 

Mistaken identity 

It’s clear the Leafs are not playing to the identity they want to have. 
They’ve been good at possessing the puck, but more on the perimeter. 
They want to scare the opposition, but they only frighten their fans. 

“The sooner that we can get to playing at full speed and playing as close 
to a perfect game as we can, the better,” said Kerfoot. “But it does 
usually take some time. There’s obviously been some good things in our 
first few games, and some things that we need to clean up.” 

The Leafs’ issues start right at the top of the lineup. No goals or assists 
from Auston Matthews. No goals and just one assist from Mitch Marner. 
And it’s not like the rest of the core forwards were pouring it on. 

“I don’t sense frustration necessarily, but they want to produce,” said 
Keefe. “That’s what their role on the team is: to produce and be 
difference-makers. We’ll continue to work with them, finding their way 
through that.” 

Change for change’s sake 

Little has worked. The lines got juggled in the third, with Nick Ritchie 
dispatched to the fourth line. Marner played with John Tavares, William 
Nylander with Matthews — memories of Babcock again. If Keefe reviews 
the tape and likes the new combinations, we may see more of that. 

“We’ll contemplate a lot of different things,” said Keefe. “That was part of 
it for the third. But I had a pretty good sense, essentially, the third period 
was going to be garbage time in a lot of ways. It was going to be real 
tough for us to make a game of it.” 

The idea of playing goalie Michael Hutchinson in the first of back-to-back 
games also backfired. He was the weak link in Friday’s loss to San Jose. 
That left Campbell to play against a rested Penguins team. Hutchinson 
was back in net to start the third period, allowing goals on Pittsburgh’s 
first two shots. 

Roster notes 

Liljegren got into his second game on the blue line. “We just want 
Liljegren to stay fresh and stay, stay moving. We don’t want him sitting 
for too long,” said Keefe. “We don’t think he’s done anything to not be in 
the top six. But you can only play six, so we just want to keep him in the 
rotation and keep going.” ... Defenceman Travis Dermott and forward 
Michael Amadio were scratched ... Petr Mrázek (groin) has joined the 
Leafs on the trip. ... Kasperi Kapanen played against the Leafs for the 
first time. 
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O’Connor, Pettersson help Penguins rout Maple Leafs 7-1 

 

By Dan ScifoThe Associated Press 

Sat., Oct. 23, 2021 

 

PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Pittsburgh Penguins were missing several 
key regulars, but they didn’t have any problem with a high-powered 
Toronto team stuck in an early slump. 

Drew O’Connor scored twice, his first career two-goal game, and the 
Penguins routed the Maple Leafs 7-1 on Saturday night. 

O’Connor, who is tied for the NHL scoring lead among rookies, got his 
second and third goals of the season. Marcus Pettersson also scored 
and added two assists for a career-high three points. The Penguins, 
playing without five of their best players, including Sidney Crosby, Evgeni 
Malkin and Kris Letang, broke a 1-all tie with a four-goal second period. 

“This organization has been very successful for a long time,” Penguins 
coach Mike Sullivan said. “Part of that is that there’s an expectation to 
win every night regardless of who is in your lineup.” 
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Evan Rodrigues scored his third goal, while Jason Zucker and Brian 
Boyle both got their second of the season. Mike Matheson also scored 
his first for Pittsburgh, which has 23 goals, produced by an NHL-most 14 
different players this season. 

Tristan Jarry made 28 saves for the Penguins, who have scored at least 
four goals in all but one game this season. 

“We’ve been in this situation before with a lot of guys missing,” 
Pettersson said. “When you have a great system and everyone trusts it, I 
think it shows, and it did tonight.” 

Jason Spezza scored his third for Toronto, which lost its third straight 
game. Jack Campbell allowed five goals on 21 shots through two 
periods. Michael Hutchinson stopped 10 shots in the third. 

“The mood ain’t great,” Maple Leafs defenseman Jake Muzzin said. “You 
lose like that, it’s not a good mood. But it’s early in the season. It’s a test 
for us. Let’s see how we respond.” 

Pittsburgh opened the scoring at 11:53 of the first when Pettersson’s 
point shot hit O’Connor and went into the net. Spezza tied it 51 seconds 
later when he flipped a rebound over an outstretched Jarry from the side 
of the net. 

Toronto Maple Leafs' David Kampf (64) and Pittsburgh Penguins' Drew 
O'Connor (10) watch a puck get by Maple Leafs' Jack Campbell for a 
goal during the first period of an NHL hockey game Saturday, Oct. 23, 
2021, in Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Then, the Penguins took over. 

Pittsburgh opened a 3-1 lead with goals on its first two shots of the 
second period. Matheson scored on a wraparound at 1:38 and Zucker 
added another goal 15 seconds later. Zucker’s shot from the left-side wall 
hit off the skate of Toronto defenseman Timothy Liljegren and beat 
Campbell to the near post. 

O’Connor scored his second of the game in a similar fashion at 11:01. 
His centering pass on a 2-on-1 hit Muzzin’s skate and went into the net. 
Pettersson gave Pittsburgh a 5-1 lead at 13:59 with a wrist shot from the 
slot off the rush. 

Boyle scored 20 seconds into the third and Rodrigues added a power-
play goal at 2:24. 

“(Pittsburgh) did a lot of things right,” Muzzin said. “It started with 
outworking us. That just fueled them.” 

MISSING PIECES 

Letang didn’t play because he was in COVID-19 protocol. Sullivan said 
Saturday morning that Letang had a positive test, but it wasn’t a 
confirmed positive. 

Pittsburgh also played without Crosby (wrist surgery) and Malkin (knee 
surgery), in addition to Bryan Rust (lower body) and Jeff Carter, who was 
also in COVID-19 protocol. Rodrigues, who normally plays on the team’s 
third or fourth line, was Pittsburgh’s top center against Toronto. 

The Penguins last played a regular-season game without Crosby, Malkin 
and Letang on April 9, 2017, against the New York Rangers. That game 
was also Jarry’s first NHL start. 

“I think the players deserve so much credit because they set the 
standard,” Sullivan said. “No one looks for excuses. I think everyone 
rallies around it and tries to make a difference.” 

STRUGGLING MAPLE LEAFS 

Toronto has lost four of its last five games. 

The Maple Leafs, who lost 5-3 against San Jose on Friday, have allowed 
12 goals over the past two nights. On offense, Toronto has scored 12 
goals in its first six games. 

Auston Matthews, who returned from offseason wrist surgery in 
Monday’s overtime loss to the Rangers, is without a point in three games. 
In six games, Mitch Marner, the Maple Leafs’ leading scorer last season, 
has one assist, while John Tavares has a goal and three points. 

“We have a lot of hockey left to play,” Tavares said. “No doubt we have 
to respond.” 

FAMILIAR FACE 

Kasperi Kapanen was originally selected by the Penguins in the first 
round of the 2014 NHL draft, but he spent his first five seasons in the 
Maple Leafs’ organization following a trade that sent him to Toronto in 
exchange for Phil Kessel in July 2015. 

Kapanen, reacquired by Pittsburgh on Aug. 25, 2020, hadn’t played 
against his former team until Saturday because of last season’s division 
realignment. 

In 202 games, Kapanen scored 41 goals and 90 points with the Maple 
Leafs. Kapanen, who had two assists on Saturday, has 11 goals and 34 
points in 45 games with Pittsburgh. 
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Credit ex-Leafs with an assist while the Penguins wait for Sidney Crosby 
and Evgeni Malkin 

 

By Kevin McGran Staff Reporter 

Sat., Oct. 23, 2021 

 

PITTSBURGH—The Pittsburgh Penguins don’t have Sidney Crosby, 
though he looks close to coming back. They don’t have Evgeni Malkin or 
Jeff Carter either, meaning they’re down their top three centres in the 
early going of the NHL season. 

And their best defenceman, Kris Letang, joined them on the sidelines 
before Saturday night’s game against the Maple Leafs, added to the 
COVID-19 protocol list. 

But the Penguins have yet to lose in regulation through five games, 
piecing things together with a makeshift mix riddled with ex-Leafs. 

From Brian Burke at the top — installed as team president last season — 
to forwards Kasperi Kapanen, Brian Boyle and Leaf-for-a-moment Evan 
Rodrigues, the Penguins are among the league’s surprise teams. They 
could teach the Leafs a thing or two about playing with structure, and 
winning with grit. 

“When we have some of the types of players that we have out of our 
lineup, I don’t think we need to change how we play. I just think we need 
to simplify how we play,” Penguins coach Mike Sullivan said, about 
weathering the storm without Crosby (wrist surgery), Malkin (knee 
surgery) and Carter (COVID-19). “That’s really the conversation that 
we’ve had with that group. 

“I mean, we’re going to have to play a gritty game. We’re going to have to 
have a collective effort. We’ve got to pay attention to detail. We’ve got to 
rely on our structure. We’ve got to trust that everybody’s going to do their 
job out there. And as long as that happens ... we’ve got good players in 
our lineup that can compete in this league.” 

Kapanen is one of them, although he’s still the only regular forward 
without a goal. 
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“Obviously you want to score as many goals as possible right off the hop, 
but I’d be more worried if I didn’t have chances,” said Kapanen. “I’ve had 
a lot of those instances right now — hitting six or seven posts, or I barely 
missed. So it’s frustrating, but I’ve got plenty of time.” 

Kapanen, now 25, has been the recipient of Sullivan’s tough love, 
reminiscent of similar coaching tactics with the Leafs and Marlies. 

“It’s just more of me trying to be the best player I possibly can, day in and 
day out — not necessarily even on the ice, but off the ice,” said Kapanen. 
“Right now, I’m in the best shape of my life. I know (Sullivan) and 
strength guys have been on me to prepare for the season. I feel 
amazing. 

Forward Kasperi Kapanen has been around the block with the Leafs and 
Penguins, and understands where his coaches’ tough love is coming 
from. 

“Sometimes when I get sloppy, I’m not at my best, (the coach is) going to 
let me know. I think that’s the way (it should) be.” 

The Leafs traded Kapanen after losing to Columbus in the qualifying 
round in the summer of 2020. He had 11 goals in 40 games for 
Pittsburgh last season, and dealt with a few injuries. 

“He’s been a very good player for us and I really like his game,” said 
Sullivan. “He has so much upside. I think there’s so much room for 
growth with his game. 

“There really isn’t any aspect of the game that he can’t play. He’s big and 
strong (six-foot-one, 194 pounds). He can play a grind game down low. 
His speed off the rush is very threatening. He can really shoot the puck. 
And so we’ve really liked what we’ve seen from Kapanen at this point, 
and we feel as long as he stays with it, he’s going to score goals for us.” 

It’s been a fascinating series of deals involving Kapanen, drafted by the 
Penguins in 2014. 

In 2016, the Leafs acquired Kapanen along with centre Nick Spaling, 
defenceman Scott Harrington and two draft picks (first- and third-
rounders) from the Penguins for star forward Phil Kessel, Tyler Biggs, 
Tim Erixon and a second-round selection. 

Last year, they sent Kapanen back to Pittsburgh with forward Pontus 
Åberg and defenceman Jesper Lindgren for Rodrigues, defenceman 
David Warsofsky, centre Filip Hållander and a 2020 first-round pick that 
turned into forward Rodion Amirov, a top prospect in Russia. 

Hållander was shipped back to the Penguins this summer for forward 
Jared McCann, who was lost to the Seattle Kraken a few days later in the 
expansion draft. 

Åberg is in the Ottawa Senators system now. Lindgren and Warsofsky 
are both in Europe, free agents as far as the NHL is concerned. 

And Rodrigues — they call him “E-Rod” — well, he’s Pittsburgh’s No. 1 
centre for the moment, between Kapanen and Jake Guentzel. The Leafs 
didn’t sign him after they acquired his rights on Aug. 25, 2020, and he 
was free to re-sign with Pittsburgh less than two months later. 

“He hasn’t come out of nowhere for us,” Sullivan said of Rodrigues, who 
scored Saturday night. “We know his game very well. Since E-Rod has 
been part of the Pittsburgh Penguins, he’s a utility player for us. He’s our 
Swiss Army knife.” 

Then there’s Boyle, now on his eighth NHL team at age 36. That includes 
a 21-game regular-season stint and six playoff games with the Leafs in 
2016. 

“Brian’s had a great influence on our room since he’s been here,” the 
coach said of Boyle, who also scored in Saturday’s blowout. “He’s a 
really good pro. He’s had a great career for himself to this point, and he’s 
got a lot of good hockey left in him ... 

“When you look at the position we’re in right now with our top three 
centres out of the lineup, we’re sure glad we have Brian in our lineup.” 
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The U.S.’s top scorer sees the Maple Leafs’ Auston Matthews in his rear-
view mirror 

 

By Chris Johnston Special to the Star 

Sat., Oct. 23, 2021 

 

The most prolific American-born scorer in NHL history has nearly three 
times as many goals on his resumé as Auston Matthews. 

And already he’s hearing the footsteps coming out of Toronto. 

“I can’t see anything stopping him from getting there,” Mike Modano said 
Friday night. 

You still can’t call it a sure thing, not with all of the unknowns baked into 
every record that requires longevity. But it’s tough to look past the fact 
Matthews is going to reach the 200-goal milestone in 100 fewer games 
than it took Modano. 

His next goal gets him there and it will come much faster than Connor 
McDavid and Leon Draisaitl reached that mark earlier this week, too. 

It’s a reminder amid the noise of a new season of what Matthews has 
been building. He’s truly a unicorn. A centre that scores goals at a pace 
unmatched by any of his peers not named Alex Ovechkin. 

“Great hands, great release,” Modano said. “He’s able to get it off in a 
hurry and he’s got some velocity on it. Those are two good little assets if 
you can get it off quick and in tight areas, and you have somewhat of an 
idea of where it’s going.” 

No U.S.-born player has ever scored at a rate close to the Leafs star 
raised in Scottsdale, Ariz. Matthews’ mark of 0.59 goals per game is well 
ahead of Pat LaFontaine (0.54), Joe Mullen (0.47) and Modano (0.37). 

Even as Matthews’ production starts to slow over time, which you’d 
expect from any offensively gifted player, he’s put himself on a ridiculous 
trajectory. Modano, who leads the way among his countrymen with 561 
career goals in 1,499 games, feels like he’ll eventually be congratulating 
Matthews on taking the crown, just as he expects a similar exchange with 
Chicago Blackhawks star Patrick Kane, who is showing no signs of fall-
off while trailing Modano in points, 1,374-1,093. 

This is the cycle of a sporting life. 

Twenty-four-year-old Auston Matthews, with 199 career goals, should be 
the youngest player to score 200 with the Leafs. 

Matthews was the first American to lead the NHL in goals last season 
since Keith Tkachuk in 1997 and, even after a summer that included 
surgery on his left wrist, there’s no reason to forecast a decline. 

He celebrated his 24th birthday last month and will be the youngest Leafs 
player in history to hit the 200-goal milestone. Only Charlie Conacher in 
the 1930s and Rick Vaive in the ’80s will have done it quicker as 
members of the organization. 

Matthews is poised to become the 14th Leafs player and the 54th 
American to pot 200 NHL goals. It’s kind of crazy to look at the historical 
company he is already keeping at the outset of his sixth NHL season. He 
has scored more goals as a Leaf than Phil Kessel, Nazem Kadri and 
Doug Gilmour did. Among U.S.-born players, he’s already outpacing 
Chris Chelios, Ryan Callahan, Mark Howe and many others. 
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The true chase with Modano is several seasons off, but the Minnesota 
Wild executive adviser already sees what’s coming. He passed Phil 
Housley for the all-time points record among American players and 
edged out Tkachuk, Jeremy Roenick and Mullen for goals. 

In the later stages of his career, Modano found that to be a big source of 
motivation. 

“There wasn’t really anything real positive in my last few years in Dallas,” 
he said. “There was a changeover there in the ownership and being in 
receivership and the NHL running our team and two or three coaches in 
a couple years and interim GMs. Everything was kind of going south 
quick my last couple years there. For me that was kind of my little goal … 
to kind of chase those numbers down. And then you always think about 
adding to ’em and making it a little bit tougher for the next guy, that’s for 
sure.” 

Part of him wonders how much differently the benchmarks would look if 
not for the approximately 120 games lost to lockouts. 

Matthews could point to similar interruptions to his own career, starting 
with the 70-game season when COVID-19 first hit and then the 
pandemic-shortened 56-game season earlier in the year where he 
scored 41 times in 52 games. 

The young centre didn’t like his performance against San Jose during 
Friday’s 5-3 loss but he hasn’t made a habit of stringing off-nights 
together. That consistency has turned him into one of the NHL’s most 
dangerous scorers. 

It’s also why Modano looks at him from afar and assumes he will 
continue his rapid ascent up the goals list. They are separated by a wide 
margin in terms of career goals but the objects in the rear-view mirror 
seem closer than they appear. 

“A lot of things have to line up for you to get there,” Modano said. “The 
pace that Auston’s on, he should be able to do it if he stays healthy and 
plays a little while longer. 

“It shouldn’t be a hard thing to catch up to, but hockey’s weird. Weird 
things happen and there’s a lot of ups and downs.” 

Modano certainly isn’t betting against Matthews. Nor should the rest of 
us. 
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WHAT AN EMBARRASSMENT: Short-handed Penguins march over 
listless Leafs 7-1 

 

Lance Hornby 

Publishing date:Oct 23, 2021 

 

The Penguins celebrate after a second period goal by Drew OConnor 
(10) against the Maple Leafs at PPG Paints Arena in Pittsburgh, 
Saturday, Oct. 23, 2021. 

Sheldon Keefe has kept believing his first full training camp as coach 
would get the Maple Leafs properly wired to start a long season. 

Six games in, there has been a major disconnect between the coach, his 
unproductive stars and even the foot soldiers. A terrible 48 hours ended 
with a 7-1 Saturday night slaughter in Pittsburgh, an undermanned home 
side jumping on the listless Leafs. 

It followed a 5-3 loss to San Jose and dropped Toronto’s record to 2-3-1. 
Keefe sat first line right winger Nick Ritchie on Friday, but expanded the 
dog house to breaking up Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner in 
Saturday’s final period. 

“The biggest thing to manage now is the mood and the belief in the 
group,” said Keefe, who was committed to a plan to take Sunday off to 
travel to Carolina. “It’s easy to start doubting and questioning when thing 
aren’t going your way. The difficult thing is to dig in, realize the league is 
very good and if you cut corners, even one bit, teams make you pay. 

“It’s tough playing from behind. We’re doing it too much lately, but this 
one got away from us quickly.” 

Keefe — and TV viewers — were getting whiplash as the Leafs 
committed many turnovers and the Pens quickly buried them, five on 
Jack Campbell, two on reliever Michael Hutchinson, including the first 
shot of the third period. Goaltending was a definite weak link in the back-
to-back defeats, though Pittsburgh taking the game to the Leafs earned 
them some fortunate bounces off their sticks and Toronto players. 

The Penguins, now with a mark of 3-0-2, also improved to 34-15-8 
without Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin in their lineup. Toronto was 
looking to capitalize without that duo plus Kris Letang being out of action. 

Defenceman Jake Muzzin termed Saturday’s result “inexcusable” after 
the letdown against the Sharks. 

“Myself, everyone,” he said. “We let them take over and we had no fight. 
We were out-worked. We have to go back to the drawing board. The 
mood ain’t great (in the room) , but it’s a test for us.” 

Marner, now with one assist through six games was already looking to “a 
fresh page” on Monday against the Hurricanes, but they’re hot, too, and 
ex-Leaf Frederik Andersen is 4-0-0 in net. 

The no-name offence from the Pens included two goals from Drew 
O’Connor, with Marcus Pettersson enjoying a three-point night. Evan 
Rodrigues, who wound up centring the top line, had a power play goal. 

Toronto allowed seven second-period goals on this woeful weekend, but 
actually started Saturday’s with good pressure from the first two lines in a 
1-1 game, only to see Pittsburgh bury two in 15 seconds. Campbell was 
too slow to push off on defenceman Mike Matheson’s wraparound. A 
neutral zone mistake then set up an odd-man rush, with Jason Zucker 
striking, 

Keefe called a timeout after that, looking more encouraging than enraged 
and began mixing up his lines again, including one shift with his three 
best shot producing centres, Matthews, John Tavares and Jason 
Spezza. Keefe hinted at more changes coming Monday, but he has little 
roster wiggle room. 

“That was disappointing, in points of the game we got sloppy and allowed 
their speed to be a weapon,” said captain Tavares. “We had a pretty 
good start in the second and shot ourselves in the foot. There’s a lot of 
areas we have to be better in. We have a lot of hockey left, but we have 
to respond. 

An ominous start began with a couple of Leafs’ own-zone gaffes, a high 
stick on Tavares that wasn’t called and a cross check away from play by 
Spezza that was. Pittsburgh then struck first, winning a draw against the 
league’s top faceoff team, holding it in and then getting a deflection off 
O’Connor. 

Just as the night before, it was Spezza’s line that quickly got that back. 
He, Wayne Simmonds and Pierre Engvall swarmed the net, Spezza 
taking a puck off his chest and eventually jamming it past Tristan Jarry. 

Matthews had a drive off the post, but last year’s Rocket Richard Trophy 
winner remains pointless after his third game back from wrist surgery. 
The bigger concern is Marner showing only brief flashes of effectiveness 
and taking one of the club’s bad offensive zone penalties to add to the 
second period collapse. 
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A better power play could have changed the narrative early, but it’s 
getting to be a broken record, 0-for-3 on Saturday. 
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Leafs - Penguins game night 

 

Lance Hornby 

Publishing date:Oct 23, 2021 

 

Toronto Maple Leafs forward John Tavares (91) heads up ice against the 
San Jose Sharks during the first period at Scotiabank Arena. 

Not since March 6, 2020 in Anaheim have the Leafs played south of the 
border, so this three-gamer to Pittsburgh, Carolina and Chicago has a 
sense of adventure about it. 

“My first U.S. trip this decade,” quipped captain John Tavares. 

But it’s going to be a chore, a back-to-back versus a team yet to lose in 
regulation, despite a growing injured list. While big names Sidney Crosby 
and Evgeny Malkin are out of the mix, discipline will be a key for the 
Leafs who are already high on the league’s list for giveaways, while 
Pittsburgh is among the lowest.         

Three things about the Penguins 

1. Crosby is not yet in full contact after wrist surgery, so the Leafs dodge 
a bullet against a star who has amassed 63 points in 45 games against 
them, with 21 of those coming on the power play. That’s on top of not 
having Malkin, Brian Rust and now Jeff Carter, who was scratched 
because of COVID-19 protocols. 

2. This will be Toronto’s first game against old pal Kasperi Kapanen, who 
could not quite get a full-time top six role on the Leafs, but is going to be 
leaned on heavily by coach   Mike Sullivan during this manpower 
shortage. 

3. Tristan Jarry had a false positive COVID test and will be eligible to play 
net on Saturday. 

Three things about the Maple Leafs 

1. A well rested Jack Campbell is in net. His busy night against the 
Rangers on Monday pushed him to sixth in league save percentage with 
a mark of .953. His play has taken more significance after the early 
season groin injury to Petr Mrazek. 

2. This will be John Tavares’s 50th career game against the Penguins, 
his most against any opponent, having duelled Crosby and company 
many times. He and Auston Matthews might see a lot of Evan Rodrigues, 
who is Pittsburgh’s No. 1 centre by default. 

3. As their second game in as many nights gets to the closing stages, 
Leafs will have to play tighter defence; in other words, not the loose way 
they’ve tended to start games so far. 
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Mirtle: The Maple Leafs look broken again. And if this continues, the 
solutions aren’t simple 

 

By James Mirtle  

Oct 24, 2021  

  

The Penguins didn’t have Sidney Crosby on Saturday night. 

No Evgeni Malkin or Kris Letang, either. Even Bryan Rust and Jeff Carter 
were out of the lineup. And Evan Rodrigues was their top-line centre. 

They certainly looked like world-beaters anyway. 

It’s hard to imagine a more demoralizing — and concerning — loss than 
this one, six games into a season, for the Maple Leafs. They’d papered 
over some of their issues with good goaltending from Jack Campbell and 
standout play from William Nylander and Jason Spezza in going 2-1-1 to 
start the year, but these two ugly games against San Jose and Pittsburgh 
have really crystalized some key issues. 

Let’s count them down. 

1. Mitch Marner 

This feels like last year’s playoffs redux. 

If I’m the Leafs, I’m gravely concerned about how Marner has fared 
through six games. He has one point — a second assist on Nylander’s 
winning goal in the season opener — and Saturday was likely his worst 
game yet. 

Going back to the postseason collapse, he has five points in his past 13 
games. His last goal was nearly six months ago. 

No matter what you think of the underlying numbers and even if you 
believe this is simply a blip for a player who has consistently piled up 
points, Marner’s confidence has to be in the tank. And the constant 
pounding he’s taking on social media as the fan base melts down is only 
going to compound that. 

I wondered, when the Leafs brought in Greg Harden, if the primary target 
for the peak performance coach was going to be Marner and building him 
back up. Whether that’s the case or not, things are not working. 

They didn’t work playing with John Tavares in the first three games or 
with Auston Matthews in the games since his return from injury. And it 
hasn’t worked at all in Marner’s new role in the bumper slot on PP1. 

Marner tried to put a positive face on where he is after Saturday’s loss, 
but he still ended up sounding a bit defeated, especially for this early in 
the season. 

You don’t want to panic, but I’m not sure what I’m about to say qualifies 
as that at this point. I think I’d switch Marner away from Matthews’ wing 
for a prolonged period. I know they had a lot of success in beating up the 
Canadian division last season, but the way they were shut down in last 
year’s playoffs and the need to break out of this funk point to changing 
things up significantly. 

Nylander has been fantastic this season — get him with Matthews in 
order to have the team’s biggest gun reignited, as he works his way back 
into game form after the wrist surgery. 

Then pair Marner with Tavares (or Alexander Kerfoot) on a sheltered 
scoring line and allow him to re-establish what he does well. 

If you have to play Matthews, Marner and Tavares on three different lines 
for a little while, so be it. Run Pierre Engvall — David Kampf — Wayne 
Simmonds as your checking unit and get everyone else more involved. 

Especially Spezza. I don’t care if he’s 38 years old; he’s one of the few 
Leafs who have played well through six games. 

Give him more than 12 minutes a game until others get things together. 
Heck, get him on PP1, given that his results on PP2 are the best among 
the forward group so far. 
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2. Michael Hutchinson 

Hutchinson cost the Leafs at least a point against the Sharks on Friday 
night. 

This is a fragile team. And Hutchinson has stepped into the crease in 
similar situations in previous years and imploded too many times for this 
group to have confidence in his play. 

Overall, he has 10 wins and 17 losses with an .898 save percentage as a 
Leafs goaltender. He’s earned a quality start in less than 40 percent of 
those games, which is below replacement value. Even though Petr 
Mrazek is going to be back soon, the Leafs can’t get in a situation where 
Hutchinson has to play games for them again. 

Swap him for another veteran No. 3 in another organization and turn the 
page. It’s time. 

3. The blue line 

Justin Holl has been sick. Jake Muzzin looks like he’s playing hurt. 

Excuses, you might say. Maybe. But without that pair, the Leafs are in 
big trouble. 

Especially given the underlying numbers are also bad so far for T.J. 
Brodie and Timothy Liljegren. 

That’s a huge percentage of Toronto’s blue line — which made major 
strides last season — off to a slow start. The Leafs are going to backslide 
significantly if Muzzin and company can’t repeat what they accomplished 
in 2020-21. 

This one doesn’t come with an easy fix; they’re going to have to play their 
way out of this funk. 

4. The fan base is fed up 

The level of vitriol mixed with apathy is at a level I don’t remember seeing 
from Leafs fans in a long, long time. 

Probably not since the team finished second-to-last in the NHL without 
having a first-round pick back in 2010, more than 11 long years ago. 

This is a fan base that has seen a lot of shit over the years, but the start 
to this season is the culmination of a lot of misery. So the reaction is not 
about losing four of six to start the season. Not really. 

The Leafs haven’t won a playoff round in what will be 18 years next 
spring. They bottomed out in the decade between 2005 and 2016, 
became a laughingstock, landed top talents like Marner and Matthews, 
brought Tavares home and started making hay in the regular season. 

Enter, for the first time in a long, long time, hope. 

Then came demoralizing postseason losses, one after the other. 
Contract stalemates and overpays and popular players leaving because 
of salary-cap constraints. 

Now you have a 2-3-1 start, despite a relatively easy schedule, and Zach 
Hyman and Frederik Andersen playing lights out with their new teams. 

I’m a Western Canadian and didn’t grow up in this city, but I’ve lived here 
nearly 20 years and know a ton of Leafs fans. Over and over, what I hear 
from them is some variation of “I don’t like this team” or “I don’t believe in 
this team.” 

And, perhaps most troublingly for MLSE, “I don’t care about this team 
anymore.” 

From a lot of the fan base, there is going to be no benefit of the doubt 
with these early struggles. 

Yes, it’s very early. And, no, things are likely not as dire as they looked 
during Saturday’s embarrassment in Pittsburgh. But this team has a lot of 
work to do to win back large portions of this fan base. Nights like this one 
are only going to make that harder. 

I’m not sure if it’ll even be possible until the playoffs. Assuming the Leafs 
make them. 

What comes next? 

The Leafs’ next three games are pretty important. They are going to face 
a red-hot Andersen in Carolina and then a deeply flawed, struggling 
Blackhawks team and a rebuilding Red Wings club in the next seven 
days. 

Roll off three wins, with contributions from Marner, Matthews and 
Tavares, and the heat dies down considerably for everyone: coach, 
players and management. 

Keep losing while playing like they did against the Sharks and Penguins? 

It’s going to get really, really ugly. 

No matter how prolonged this mess gets, I don’t think you fire the coach. 
It’ll finally be time to trade someone significant. (I know some will argue 
that’s overdue — and they’ll be right if the Leafs continue to struggle.) 

If you don’t make a move, you risk frittering this season away, doubling 
(tripling?) down on a bet that has yet to pay off. 

To me, those are the stakes, even this early. 

Who says the regular season doesn’t mean anything this year in 
Toronto? 
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Maple Leafs report cards: Losing that way to the Penguins just isn’t good 
enough 

 

By Omar White  

Oct 24, 2021   

 

A game like Saturday night’s had “Trap Game Murphy’s Law” written all 
over it. Not only were the Leafs coming off a roller-coaster performance 
against the San Jose Sharks on Friday night, but their opponent, the 
Pittsburgh Penguins, was missing most, if not all, of its star talent. Losing 
this game is more than embarrassing or something that can’t happen. 
Yes, it’s early, but the course of the season continues from here. This 
game cannot happen again. The team has already had to work to try to 
get the trust back from the fan base, and the only thing this does is 
disintegrate any molecule remaining. 

First star 

Leafs fans 

Fans have seen a lot from this team over the past five years, and yet we 
keep coming back. No player deserves a star tonight. If you watched this 
game from beginning to end, if you will be back watching the Leafs play 
Monday, and if you’re reading this now and sharing your frustrations 
about what happened on the ice, you get the first and only star. 

Player reports 

B 

Rasmus Sandin  

The Leafs’ first-round pick from 2018 is the perfect package, and he 
again showed it Saturday, as things always happen when he’s on the ice. 
The offensive danger is one thing as he continually jumps in the rush and 
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creates chances toward the net, but he had a pretty good hit on Jake 
Guentzel and drew a slashing call. 

And as a bonus, he was the only Leafs defenceman who didn’t make me 
scream in anger. It may be time to give the young defenceman a 
promotion. As long as the turnovers we saw from him (a sad occurrence 
for all Leafs defencemen) aren’t a habit. 

B- 

Jason Spezza  

For the second game in a row, Spezza tied the score seconds after the 
Leafs gave up the first goal of the night. 

Spezza is such an important member of the team, and the fact that coach 
Sheldon Keefe continually goes with his line the next shift after a goal 
against shows how he feels about that group and what it accomplishes. 
For most of the night, Spezza looked like the only Leaf trying to stop the 
bleeding. Even when the game was out of reach, he was creating plays, 
including this chance for Kerfoot on the penalty kill. If he didn’t turn the 
puck over for the sixth goal, he could’ve been the only Leaf to get an A. 

C+ 

Wayne Simmonds 

He joins Spezza as being one of the few Leafs who actively looked like 
they cared. Simmonds went one-man-army mode in the first period, 
carrying the puck into the zone and setting up Jake Muzzin for an 
opportunity on net. 

Then when things started to heat up in the third, he was right in the 
middle of it, dropping the gloves with Brian Boyle. 

William Nylander 

Relatively quiet night for Nylander considering what he’s been doing this 
season, but the new line with him, Auston Matthews and Michael 
Bunting, kept the Penguins in their end for a while. 

Michael Bunting  

Bunting was the only player to get a Grade-A opportunity on the power 
play. 

However, his two penalties in the third only helped the Penguins, as one 
of them led to the seventh goal against. 

Auston Matthews 

Matthews talked about needing to be better defensively and made a 
good move getting in the way of an attempt for Teddy Blueger. 
Hilariously enough, he had the only shot for the Leafs for a while in the 
opening period before the first of the players started chipping in. It looked 
like it was going to be one of those nights again for Matthews after a shot 
on the power play went off the post and out. Sadly, it was. Matthews 
needs to get going here. 

T.J. Brodie  

Brodie was back to his vintage shot blocks, getting key ones in the first 
period and hanging back as Morgan Rielly activated and getting in the 
way of the pass attempt not just once: 

But twice: 

C 

Pierre Engvall  

Not free of the turnover energy the team was pumping out. That said, he 
finished the night a plus-1 somehow, so I’ll give him that. 

Timothy Liljegren  

Not noticeable negatively until the puck bounced off his skate. 

Liljegren had some good puck movement with Rasmus Sandin in the 
offensive play, and his awareness is really on display. He knows that with 
Sandin he has to remain as the last skater and doesn’t cheat. 

D 

Mitch Marner  

Started to settle in a bit more in the second as the top line was getting 
sustained pressure in the offensive zone. It was more than passes and 
shots. Then things started to go south. Marner is fighting it — whatever it 
is, he’s fighting it. There’s a lot more thinking that’s happening whenever 
he’s on the ice instead of the relaxed plays we’ve been seeing from him 
over the years. The forced attempts don’t work out to anything, and it 
won’t lead to anything, either. Taking a lazy penalty like this when the 
team needs a spark isn’t making a positive difference on the ice. 

No one is saying Marner doesn’t care. The game was over and he was 
still getting in the way of shots. But Mitch Marner is not being the Mitch 
Marner the Leafs are used to seeing. That needs to change. 

Morgan Reilly  

Turned the puck over right after Keefe’s timeout, leading to a dangerous 
chance for the Penguins. 

F 

David Kampf  

For the team’s go-to defensive centre, it’s not a good night when he’s on 
the ice for four goals against. And to make things worse, the line as a 
whole wasn’t generating much offensively. Additionally, I felt he could’ve 
been stronger against Drew O’Connor in front of Jack Campbell on the 
first goal against. 

Jake Muzzin  

He bailed himself out early, causing a turnover but getting back to stop it. 

Unfortunately, another turnover led to a goal against, and weak defensive 
pressure led to another. It’s just not good enough for Muzzin, which is 
really disappointing as he’s usually one of the team’s most reliable 
defenders. 

Justin Holl  

I know the system encourages activating defencemen, but Holl’s pinch 
was way too low. That just comes down to decision-making, something 
that the pair hasn’t been great at so far this season. 

Alex Kerfoot 

Took a lazy penalty when the Leafs really needed all the five-on-five time 
they could get to regain the momentum of the game. Kerfoot also didn’t 
do enough on the backcheck to disrupt O’Connor before his 4-1 goal. 

Jack Campbell  

Campbell made some good saves early on the penalty kill without a 
rebound. He was steady as the game went on, never hesitating to freeze 
the puck. It not only calms things down in the defensive zone but also 
speaks to the team’s confidence in the faceoff dot, which the Leafs have 
been really good at this season. The floodgates opened as Campbell 
gave up two goals in less than 30 seconds. The first was off a poor 
turnover, and the second went off Liljegren. The Leafs found themselves 
in the same position the night before, begging for a save. The 
wraparound goal cannot go in. 

And yes, a number of the goals against were off his own teammates, but 
it’s moments like those when a save out of nowhere can help ease the 
bleeding. 

Michael Hutchinson 

Started right where he left off in the final frame of the previous game, 
giving up a goal on the first shot he faced followed by another one on the 
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power play. If the plan was to give the team some comfort as it tried to 
get something going in the third, it didn’t work. 

Where were they? 

John Tavares  

It’s a problem that Tavares is in this category. There have been times 
when Tavares has looked like himself and times when he didn’t. 
Saturday, it was the latter. The captain looked behind the play at key 
moments of the game, losing the puck or not getting enough on a shot. 

Ondrej Kase  

Kase had some mini-bursts of speed carrying the puck, but not much 
else. However, in a game like this, I think it’s good we didn’t notice him. 

Nick Ritchie  

More noticeable this game in the first period, getting first to pucks and 
moving his feet more in the offensive zone. I’m still not sure if his playing 
style can ever match Matthews and Marner, and if not, Keefe needs to 
figure out how to slot him in to be consistently effective. 

Game Score 

Game Score is a metric developed by The Athletic’s Dom Luszczyszyn to 
quickly measure a player’s performance in a single game. 

Final grade: F 

From top to bottom, the Maple Leafs were bad. This is a loss that goes 
beyond “it’s still early in the season.” To have a response like this after 
what happened at home against San Jose is unacceptable. 
Unfortunately, “unacceptable” has been a word we’ve had to apply to this 
team a lot. The defensive pairs and goaltender were porous while the 
forwards, in particular the stars, couldn’t make anything happen. It is not 
too soon to panic or be upset. This is a problem. 

Where do the Leafs go from here? 

You’d like to think this is the worst it will get for the Leafs. Next up is 
Monday’s game against Frederik Andersen and the Carolina Hurricanes, 
who I’m sure would love to get the win for him. Is that a must-win game 
for the Leafs? For what it’s worth, I thought Saturday night’s game was. I 
do stand by what I said earlier. That Monday game will set the tone for 
the state of this team. 
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Banged-up Bruins bring Jack Studnicka back from Providence 

 

By Matt Porter Globe Staff 

Updated October 23, 2021, 3:07 p.m. 

 

Against the Sharks, Studnicka could start off centering Trent Frederic 
and Karson Kuhlman on the No. 4 line. He could play in Foligno’s spot on 
the No. 3 line, to the right of Erik Haula and Jake DeBrusk. He could 
even jump from Providence to the No. 2 line, as the center or right wing 
with Charlie Coyle and Taylor Hall. The job description will be the same. 

“He needs to play good, two-way hockey no matter what,” Cassidy said 
after Saturday’s optional skate in Brighton. “We’re not going to ask him to 
be a physical presence. Be hard on pucks, play a 200-foot game, add a 
little tenacity to our lineup in terms of puck pursuit, second effort. He was 
good at that [in the preseason].” 

Studnicka’s simplification of his game, consistent effort, and physical 
transformation helped him stick around in camp. He is likely to consider 
this his chance to stick in the show. 

“We’d like him to never go back,” Cassidy said. “It’s a good problem for 
us.” 

Cassidy said Foligno was due to have an MRI on his undisclosed upper-
body ailment. The 33-year-old was hampered last spring by what he has 
termed a “debilitating” back injury, which caused him to miss three of 
Toronto’s seven playoff games. The former Columbus captain signed 
with the Bruins for two years and $7.6 million in July. 

Smith, Cassidy said, is “dealing with a bit of a nagging injury that we’re 
trying to work through.” He did not skate Saturday. 

Smith, who took Thursday off for maintenance, skated 11:06 in Friday 
night’s 4-1 win over the Sabres in Buffalo, Cassidy moving him to the 
third line and shuffling fourth-line center Tomas Nosek to the No. 2 right 
wing spot. During Smith’s 10:46 of ice time during five on five, per 
Natural Stat Trick, shot attempts were 27-2, Sabres. 

Cassidy wants to keep Hall and Coyle together, to “give them a fair 
chance” to build chemistry. Nosek, billed as a player who could move up 
the lineup if need be — Vegas coach Peter DeBoer noted to Cassidy in 
an offseason chat that he had success with Nosek as his third-line center 
— complemented the Hall-Coyle combo well. He drove to the net and 
scored his first goal of the season by keeping his blade on the ice. 

After Foligno sustained his upper-body injury late in the second period 
against the Flyers on Wednesday, Cassidy told Nosek, a left shot, that he 
was needed to play the right side. 

The following morning, when Cassidy stepped onto the practice ice in 
Buffalo, Nosek was “taking pucks on his off side,” Cassidy said. “He’s just 
a good pro. It’s not, ‘Well, I’m more comfortable here,’ it’s, ‘That’s what 
the team needs.’ It’s nice to have guys like that.” 

“I’ve liked Nosek’s game, his ability to make plays in tight areas,” Cassidy 
said, praising him as a straight-line, responsible player. “He’s grasped 
pretty well what we’re trying to do, with the [defensive] layers. He can 
move around … He’s playing for a coach who will move people around 
and try to look at things.” 

Nosek, 29, had a career-best 8-10—18 line in 38 games last season, his 
fourth with the Golden Knights. He signed a two-year, $3.5 million deal to 
come to Boston and play fourth-line center … unless needed elsewhere. 

“Grateful for the opportunity to play on a better line with those guys,” he 
said. “I’m grateful for every chance to get more ice time. It leaves you 
with more confidence.”… 

Goaltender Linus Ullmark, coming off a 35-save effort in his old Buffalo 
stomping grounds, will get the start against San Jose. 

“He definitely earned it,” Cassidy said. “He was excellent [Friday] night … 
We knew there would be some level of parity, so to speak, until they got 
going.” 

Ullmark and Jeremy Swayman will split the back-to-back later this 
coming week. Cassidy didn’t say who would work Wednesday in Florida 
or Thursday in Carolina. That will give each netminder three starts. 
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Bruins Notebook: Jack Studnicka expected back in Boston 

 

Steve Conroy 
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When Jack Studnicka was sent to down to Providence after a very good 
training camp,the feeling was that sooner or later he’d be back in Boston. 

Those of you who bet the “sooner” are the apparent winners. 

Just three games into the season, the injury bug has taken a big enough 
bite out of the Bruins for the m to send out the signal for Studnicka to 
return to the big club. Curtis Lazar (upper body) is already out week-to-
week. Nick Foligno was headed to get an MRI on Saturday for his upper 
body injury and Anton Blidh (upper body) have already been ruled out for 
Sunday’s Garden matinee against the 4-0 San Jose Sharks. Craig Smith, 
slowed by a lower body injury, is questionable. 

As of noontime on Saturday, Studnicka had not officially been called up, 
but coach Bruce Cassidy said he expected that to be the case. 

Just where he’d play is anyone’s guess. Cassidy tried a line configuration 
that few would have ever had in mind at the start of the season when he 
bumped up Tomas Nosek to center left wing Taylor Hall and then moved 
Charlie Coyle over to right wing. But it worked, with the trio combining for 
a pretty goal in the B’s 4-1 win over the Buffalo Sabres and Coyle 
notching 1-2-3 totals. Where the pieces fit for Sunday is somewhat 
dependent on Smith’s availability, but he liked what Nosek brought in 
Buffalo. 

“In my talks with some people who’ve coached him, (Nosek) has the 
ability to move up and play with good players up in the lineup,” said 
Cassidy on Saturday afternoon. “We want to keep Hall and Coyle 
together to develop some chemistry. Obviously we think there’s 
something there and we want to try and give it a chance. So just pushing 
(Coyle) to the wing still keeps them together. It frees up Charlie with less 
responsibility defensively. I think Nosek will do that no matter who he 
plays with. That’s part of his DNA and part of how he needs to play to 
stay in this league. That was the thinking.” 

Cassidy likened Nosek’s straight-line game and what it could do for Hall 
and Coyle to the in a way Patrice Bergeron‘s style has allowed the 
talents of Brad Marchand and David Pastrnak to flourish. Having the left-
shooting Nosek (10-for-13 on faceoffs on Friday) available to take draws 
along with the righty Coyle is also beneficial. 

“We’ve said from Day One that we wanted (Coyle) to be a our center 
iceman, but it’s whatever works for the team and him,” said Cassidy. “He 
found a little more offense on the wing (Friday). Whether that lasts, I 
don’t know. I think it’s an easy switch back and forth. Does it allow Jack 
Studnicka to play his natural position if we go that route, or (Trent 
Frederic). Sometimes you have to come in to this league and play 
wherever you fit. A lot of good players have done that. That’s one thing 
about moving Charlie to the wing. So that’s something we’ll talk about 
internally and make sure we discuss it with him. But, again, he’s up in the 
lineup and we want to get some offense going in his game. If more 
comes from the wing,then that’s what we’ll do for now.” 

Cassidy also seems willing to play Studnicka out of both the player’s 
coach’s comfort zone, if that’s what’s needed. 

“He’s a right shot and if we’re going to move people around, he might 
play center or wing, we’re not sure,” said Cassidy. “We’ve said before 
we’d like to keep him at center, so that might move (Trent Frederic) over. 
At the end of the day, he was the guy who left here that was most 
deserving (for the first recall), so if that’s the route we’re going to guy he’s 
certainly a guy who’s earned it. And he’s played well (in Providence).” 

The thinking at the end of training camp was that if they were going to 
keep Studnicka in Boston, it would have to be in the top nine. That 
thinking has become more flexible. 

“If he’s in the middle of the fourth line, is that the best of his 
development? Well, he’s in the NHL and we just change the thinking of 
that line as opposed to your standard way we’ve built it before, especially 
if Nosek moves up,” said Cassidy. “We’re OK with that. If he’s playing 

center, it doesn’t matter what line he’s on. He’s going to have to be a 
good defensive player in our system. He just has to, whether it’s the 
fourth line or second line or third.”… 

With his 35-save performance in Buffalo in the bank, Linus Ullmark will 
get the start on Sunday. 

“He definitely earned it. He was excellent (Friday),” said Cassidy… 

Veterans Logan Couture (3-4-7) and Erik Karlsson (2-4-6) have strong 
out of the gate for the surprising Sharks. They are 4-0 after coming off a 
5-3 victory in Toronto on Friday. 
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BHN Puck Links: Ullmark Sunday, Smith Hurt, Time To Bench Chara? 

 

Published 13 hours ago on October 23, 2021  

By Jimmy Murphy5-6 minutes 10/23/2021 

 

Brad Marchand stayed hot for the Boston Bruins and new Bruins goalie 
Linus Ullmark shined in his Bruins debut in a 4-1 win Friday.  

Ullmark has now earned a second straight start on Sunday but there will 
be some lineup changes for the Boston Bruins when they host the San 
Jose Sharks on Sunday. 

Could former Boston Bruins captain and current New York Islanders 
defenseman Zdeno Chara be spending some time up in the press box 
soon? 

That and more in the latest Boston Hockey Now Puck Links: 

Boston Bruins 

As my partner-in-scribe, Joe Haggerty tweeted during the first period of 
the Bruins 4-1 win over the Sabres Friday, Linus was ‘making his 
Ullmark’ early and often in a brilliant 35-save performance. (BHN) 

Here are the BHN Talking Points from the win in which Brad Marchand 
continued his strong start and Charlie Coyle finally got going. (BHN) 

There’s a strong chance that the Boston Bruins will be without Craig 
Smith Sunday against the Sharks and that rookie forward Jack Studnicka 
will get called up from Providence. The B’s also announced that Ullmark 
will start again Sunday afternoon. (BHN) 

National Hockey Now 

The already battered and depleted Pittsburgh Penguins got more bad 
news Saturday when defenseman Kris Letang was placed in COVID 
Protocol. (Pittsburgh Hockey Now) 

Former Bruins captain Zdeno Chara has struggled out of the gate and it 
may be time for Barry Trotz to sit him up top, writes Stefen Rosner. (NYI 
Hockey Now) 

Philadelphia Flyers defenseman Keith Yandle will play his former and 
longtime Florida Panthers teammates for the first time Saturday. (Florida 
Hockey Now) 

Thanks to Tyler Bertuzzi being a selfish COVIDIOT and not getting 
vaccinated yet, he will be unable to play for the Detroit Red Wings when 
they play the Canadiens Saturday night at the Bell Centre in Montreal. 
Bertuzzi cannot cross the border and play in any Canadian city until he 
gets vaccinated. (Detroit Hockey Now) 
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Apparently, that three-goal winning formula for Pete DeBoer and the 
Vegas Golden Knights doesn’t always work. (Vegas Hockey Now) 

Is former Boston College star Johnny Gaudreau one of the most 
underrated leaders in the NHL? (Calgary Hockey Now) 

The Toronto Maple Leafs will try to get back on track against the 
aforementioned and injury-riddled Penguins in Pittsburgh Saturday night. 
(Toronto Hockey Now) 

Can the Montreal Canadiens get off the schneide against the Wings 
Saturday? (Montreal Hockey Now) 

Our man in VAN, Rob Simpson, is on the road for the first-ever Seattle 
Kraken home game: 

NHL 

Can someone explain to me how Jani Hakanpaa isn’t even getting a fine 
for this dirty play? This is the type of play that ends careers as sadly Cam 
Neely and the Boston Bruins know: 

Are the Edmonton Oilers finally a legit contender again? (Sportsnet) 
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Banged Up Boston Bruins Send Out Call To Jack Studnicka 

 

Published 13 hours ago on October 23, 2021  

By Joe Haggerty 

 

The Boston Bruins are just three games into the NHL regular season, but 
the forward depth they diligently built up in the offseason is already being 
challenged in a major way. 

Veteran winger Nick Foligno suffered an upper body injury in the second 
game of the season in Philadelphia and will miss his second straight 
game when the Bruins take on the San Jose Sharks in Sunday 
afternoon’s matinee at TD Garden. It certainly sounded like things might 
not be a short-term fix for Foligno’s injury either. 

Anton Blidh (upper body) replaced Foligno in the B’s lineup for Friday 
night’s game in Buffalo and he too is now out with an injury suffered 
during the win over the Sabres. 

Additionally, Craig Smith is questionable for Sunday’s tilt vs. the 
undefeated Sharks after missing practice time this week while playing 
through something that’s clearly nagging him physically at this point. 

“Smitty wasn’t 100 percent throughout the game,” admitted Boston 
Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy of Smith, who had zero shots on net 
and wasn’t much of a factor in 11:06 of ice time while getting switched up 
with Tomas Nosek between the second and third lines. “I just felt like he 
was ‘off’ a little bit and he’s dealing with a little bit of a nagging injury that 
we’re working through.” 

With all of that, the Bruins are expected to recall rookie Jack Studnicka 
from Providence after he was one of the last forwards cut during a 
sensational preseason. The 22-year-old Studnicka has a goal and two 
points along with a minus-1 in three games thus far for the P-Bruins, and 
clearly could help a Bruins team missing some serious firepower and 
second-effort oomph if both Foligno and Smith are out of the lineup. 

“I believe Studs will come up. He’s a right shot. He might play center or 
swing. We’re not sure. We might keep him at center and that would push 
[Trent Frederic] over [to the wing],” said Cassidy. “At the end of the day, 
he probably left here [at the end of the preseason] the most deserving, so 

if that’s the route we’re going to go then he’s certainly a guy that 
deserves it. And he’s played well [in Providence] too. 

“His role is that he needs to play good two-way hockey no matter what. 
Whether he plays with Frederic or Kuhlman [on the fourth line] or moves 
up in the lineup on the wing, he shouldn’t walk through the door and think 
‘I’ve got to play this game or that game.’ He’s got to just play his game 
and not overthink it. He was hard on pucks, playing in straight lines, 
getting to the net and complimenting whoever he was with [in training 
camp].” 

Studnicka could be exactly the kind of lift that the Boston Bruins will need 
if they are missing several bodies up front and battling injuries despite 
playing just two games over a two-week period at the end of the 
preseason/beginning of the regular season. 
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Murphy: Ullmark Silences Doubters In A 4-1 Bruins Win Over The Sabres 

 

Published 21 hours ago on October 23, 2021  

By Jimmy Murphy 

5-7 minutes 10/23/2021 

 

After a dismal preseason, new Boston Bruins goalie Linus Ullmark 
erased any doubts that lingered from a shaky preseason and back-
stopped his new team with 35 saves in a 4-1 win over his former team, 
the Buffalo Sabres Friday night. 

“He was excellent,” Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy said in his 
post-game presser. “Gave us a chance to win, certainly. We rewarded 
him by finishing a couple plays in the first period even though they were 
the better team in terms of territorial play, puck possession, etcetera. 
Good for Linus. 

I’m sure he wanted to play well here, specifically, and play well no matter 
where he played, but more importantly here. Happy for him. He’s worked 
hard the last couple weeks to get his game in order and tonight he 
certainly looked that way.” 

Despite the Jack Eichel saga and becoming a worse team on paper than 
last year’s squad that finished dead last in the NHL, the Sabres came 
into Friday night’s tilt at KeyBank Arena in Buffalo undefeated at 3-0-0. 
The Bruins meanwhile, were fresh off a sloppy 6-3 loss to the Flyers 
Wednesday night, and their new goalie was starting his first game since 
a 4-3 overtime loss to the Capitals on October 6 and his first as a Bruin. 
Despite an 0-2-0 record and shaky body of work in the preseason, 
Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy, general manager Don 
Sweeney, and team President Cam Neely all preached patience and faith 
in Ullmark as the October 16 season opener approached. 

“Nothing really negative jumped out at me [from the preseason] to speak 
of. Obviously, Ullmark we kind of knew he’d have a slower camp than 
most,” Neely said back on October 14. “He didn’t play [at the end of the 
season], I think his last game was in early April. So, we kind of expected 
a bit of a slow start from him. I know Goalie Bob [Essensa] has been 
working with him and getting him more reps in practice. So we’ll see 
where that goes as well.” 

Well apparently ‘Goalie Bob’ did his job because if not for Ullmark, the 
upstart Sabres could’ve entered the first intermission up at least 3-0 and 
went on to rout the Boston Bruins in front of a sparse crowd of 7,820 at 
KeyBank Arena. Ullmark stopped all 15 shots he faced in the opening 
frame. The Bruins seemed to feed off Ullmark’s brilliance between the 
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pipes and made the best of their seven shots in the period with wingers 
David Pastrnak and Tomas Nosek both beating Sabres goalie Craig 
Anderson. 

Charlie Coyle got his first lamplighter of the season on a powerplay at 
5:17 of the second period and with the Bruins being outshot 20-7 but up 
3-0 at that point it was clear that Ullmark had set a spell of frustration 
over his former teammates. Apparently, there was a spell of sorts on 
Ullmark as well prior to faceoff. 

“I really wasn’t thinking, it was more like an out-of-the-body experience,” 
said Ullmark, asked how he felt during pre-game warmups, working for 
the visiting team in the building he once called home. “Then I kind of 
settled in when the puck dropped.” 

Ullmark and the Bruins remained settled and calm when the Sabres 
finally found the back of the net on a Victor Olofsson goal at 14:35 of the 
third period and sealed the deal on a Taylor Hall empty-netter with 1:32 
left in regulation. 

“I thought he was awesome,” Boston Bruins defenseman Brandon Carlo 
said of his new goalie. “I think he held us in that game throughout the first 
two periods, especially. There were some changes we needed to clean 
up in front of our net a little bit, but he was a brick wall tonight. I think he 
played very well. I loved his puck play. I connected well with him in the 
first period playing the puck. I feel like we’re getting a little more 
comfortable in that regard. I thought his first game was fantastic.” 

For Ullmark, it was one of those games he’ll put on his memory mantle. 

“It’s definitely gonna be one of those lifelong memories for sure. It was 
very special,” Ullmark said. “I had a couple of lucky bounces. But that’s 
the game of hockey, sometimes you have them with you and sometimes 
you don’t. Today was one of those days where I had them with me, and 
the guys did a terrific job of putting the puck in the net at the other end.” 
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Patrick Kane, Ryan Carpenter, Erik Gustafsson land in COVID protocol 

 

By Brian Sandalow   

Oct 23, 2021, 11:11am CDT 

 

Patrick Kane has tallied a solid nine points in 11 games so far, but the 
rest of the Blackhawks’ core hasn’t been so productive. 

Things already weren’t going great for the Blackhawks, and they got 
some more bad news Saturday. 

Before practice at Fifth Third Arena, the team announced that Patrick 
Kane, Ryan Carpenter and Erik Gustafsson are in COVID-19 protocol. 
Players can be put in the protocol for many reasons, including an initial 
unconfirmed positive and contact tracing. 

All three played in the 4-1 loss to the Canucks on Thursday. 

Assistant coach Tomas Mitell, who missed the game because of the 
protocol, also was not at practice Saturday. Hawks coaches wore masks 
during the session, and media availability was held exclusively via Zoom. 

Coach Jeremy Colliton said all three players are day-to-day and the team 
doesn’t know how the situation will develop. He declined to say whether 
the players are asymptomatic. 

“For the most part, it’s out of our control,” Colliton said. “We’ll adjust as 
things develop here.” 

The Hawks — who are completely vaccinated — are 0-4-1 and still 
searching for their first lead of the season, let alone their first victory. The 
start was not what they had hoped for after a busy summer of moves that 
were meant to propel them back into the playoffs. 

Being without Kane would be another blow as they try to reverse a start 
that has led to questions about Colliton’s job security and the makeup of 
the roster. But if Kane isn’t available Sunday against the Red Wings, the 
Hawks will just have to get by. 

“He’s a great player, but we line up with the guys that are available and 
it’s up to us to find a way to get it done,” Colliton said. “Overall, the last 
two games we’ve done a lot of good things that over time if you continue 
to do them, you’ll be rewarded for them. We haven’t got paid off early. 

“We’ve given up the first goal, which is always a headwind. If you add up 
the six periods, a lot more good than bad and we have to keep building 
on it.” 

Left wing Alex DeBrincat tried not to feel sorry for the Hawks in their 
current predicament: a bad start potentially made worse by losing three 
players, including one of the most explosive performers in the league. 

“It is what it is,” DeBrincat said. “I think it’s going to happen. For right 
now, we’re just going to try to follow the protocols and see what happens. 
I think we obviously don’t want many more guys going in there, so we’re 
going to follow what the doctors are saying and do what we can.” 

The Hawks’ practice Saturday came after a well-timed day off Friday. 
DeBrincat said it was good to settle down, reflect and get away from the 
game a little bit. 

“We’ve got to come out with energy tomorrow,” DeBrincat said. “We’ve 
got to get a win here soon and feel good about our game. I think we’ve 
played a lot better the past two games than the first couple. We’ve still 
got a ways to go, but it’s getting better and hopefully a win’s coming.” 
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Polling Place: Just how bad is this Blackhawks season going to be? 

 

By Steve Greenberg@SLGreenberg   

Oct 23, 2021, 9:00am CDT 

 

Hey, it could be worse for the 0-4-1 Blackhawks. They could be the 0-5-0 
Canadiens, the only team in the NHL with a more pathetic record out of 
the gate. 

We lord this single point over you, Montreal. East our dust, nos amis. 

In this week’s “Polling Place” — your home for Sun-Times sports polls on 
Twitter — we asked respondents for their takes on this latest 
disappointing Hawks team assembled by personnel honcho Stan 
Bowman and coached by Jeremy Colliton. 

“Why do Colliton and Bowman still have jobs?” @RonaldVoigt4 asked, 
getting right to it. 

“Superstars [Jonathan] Toews and [Patrick] Kane are wasting away on a 
badly managed, badly coached team,” @Marcia3MS wrote. “Grr!” 

How bad has it been? The Hawks have yet to have more goals on the 
scoreboard than the other guys at any point in any game. 

“When a team can’t get a lead in over 300 minutes,” @MikeAshGoHawks 
offered, “I think it’s time to make a drastic change somewhere.” 
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What fun, right? On to the polls: 

Poll No. 1: The Blackhawks are off to an awful start. What’s your read on 
this team? 

Time again for our weekly “Polling Place” questions. Let us hear from 
you! Selected comments will appear in Saturday's paper. 

Q1: The Blackhawks are off to an awful start. What’s your read on this 
team? 

Upshot: This isn’t why the Hawks went out and got defenseman Seth 
Jones and goalie Marc-Andre Fleury, among others. Somehow, the 
Hawks appear to have regressed. They don’t connect on passes, can’t 
hang on to the puck and have a way of falling behind before there’s time 
for anyone to blink. It’s a recipe for — what’s that word again? — 
disaster. 

Poll No. 2: After Bucks superstar Giannis Antetokounmpo, who’s the best 
player in the NBA’s Central Division? 

Q2: After Bucks superstar Giannis Antetokounmpo, who’s the best player 
in NBA’s Central Division? 

Upshot: Brief perusals of ESPN’s, CBS Sports’, Sports Illustrated’s and 
Sporting News’ current NBA player rankings reveal that Middleton — as 
well as Bucks teammate Jrue Holiday — comes before LaVine in every 
case. But what the heck do they know? Clearly, our respondents are sold 
on the guy who just so happens to play here in Chicago. Merely a 
coincidence, we’re sure. 

Poll No. 3: The Bears are 12½-point underdogs Sunday against the 
Super Bowl champion Buccaneers in Tampa. What happens? 

Q3: The Bears are 12½-point underdogs Sunday against the Super Bowl 
champion Buccaneers in Tampa. What happens? 
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With flexibility and some help, Calvin de Haan’s brewery has survived the 
pandemic 

 

By Ben Pope@BenPopeCST  Oct 23, 2021, 6:30am CDT 

 

Calvin de Haan co-founded Ridge Rock Brewing Co. in 2018 and has 
helped it stay afloat the past two years. Lindsey Osborne/Ridge Rock 
Brewing Co. 

A five-minute bike ride down the road from Calvin de Haan’s offseason 
home in the Ottawa suburb of Carp, Ontario, sits Ridge Rock Brewing 
Co., the business de Haan co-founded in 2018 and has co-owned since. 

But for more than a year after COVID-19 began, Ridge Rock sat empty, 
unable to host its loyal patrons inside its historic brick building at Carp’s 
central intersection. 

De Haan thus spent much of the pandemic not only navigating the NHL’s 
rapidly evolving schedule — and playing through a broken leg to 
participate in the Blackhawks’ 2021 season — but also helping his 
business navigate some tough times. 

“The community and Carp and Ottawa in general has been very 
appreciative,” de Haan said. “We can’t show enough gratitude for the 
support they’ve shown us over COVID. 

“The staff we have in the building was awesome, as well, keeping the 
lights on and being smart with labor and all that kind of stuff. And, 
obviously, my partners did a great job steering the ship.” 

The 30-year-old Hawks defenseman joked he simultaneously tries to 
spend “as much time and the least amount of time possible” at Ridge 
Rock — he can “get caught [up] in there” if he doesn’t manage his time. 
He needed to juggle a lot of other things this summer, including his own 
wedding. 

But the residents of Carp and the people running the brewery every day 
describe de Haan a bit more generously — as a passionately involved 
co-owner — than he humbly describes himself. Lindsey Osborne, Ridge 
Rock’s head of sales and marketing, has found his assistance invaluable. 

“He’s the first person to volunteer if there’s anything somebody needs 
done,” Osborne said. “Or if we’re short-staffed, he’s always the one 
volunteering to do things. If we’re ever having any meetings or tastings, 
he’s always here to do it.” 

De Haan’s dad, Bill, works full-time for Ridge Rock as a delivery driver 
and “all-around handyman.” But with Ridge Rock — like many 
restaurants recently across the U.S. and Canada — encountering 
shortages that reduced their kitchen staff, Bill went into action, cooking 
barbecue so they could keep offering food in addition to beer. 

With Bill preoccupied, Calvin helped pick up the slack with deliveries. By 
his own doing, he’s hardly perceived as an NHL celebrity in the 
community — more like just another Carp guy who happens to play in the 
NHL — but people still were “so pleased and surprised to see him at their 
door.” 

“He has even volunteered to help on the canning line before,” Osborne 
said. “We didn’t take him up on that one.” 

Despite the hard work of all involved, there have been legitimately rocky 
and worrying moments over the last year and a half at Ridge Rock — 
“just like every other business on the planet,” de Haan said. 

Ontario provincial restrictions during the pandemic have been some of 
the strictest in North America. Indoor dining only became allowed again 
this summer, and even now, capacity is limited. 

Across the street, one of the few restaurants in town — Carp, population 
1,965, has no chains — closed down about a month ago because of 
staffing shortages and lack of business. 

“There’s one little cafe, there’s another one opening, and then there’s us 
and one other pub,” Osborne said. “[The restaurant closing] was really 
unfortunate. It hit a lot of people in the community hard and made them 
realize that if they don’t go out and support these local businesses, we’re 
not going to be here. 

“It was a very scary thought that we didn’t know when we’d be able to 
open our doors again — or, if they opened, if we were going to be able to 
keep them open.” 

Realizing their need for supplemental revenue, Ridge Rock has pivoted 
to not just delivering but also shipping their products throughout Ontario. 
Drinkers from Toronto to Thunder Bay can choose from nine beers (and 
one hard seltzer) brewed in-house. Ridge Rock bolstered their marketing 
efforts, too. The winner of an ongoing raffle on their website, for example, 
will receive a keg, kegerator and — fittingly — de Haan-signed hockey 
stick. 

“We really worked on our online ads and doing home deliveries and stuff 
like that,” de Haan said. “But we were pretty restricted. We could really 
only do the supply and demand for [so long]. Online orders were the big 
moneymaker for us to keep the lights on.” 

De Haan’s focus understandably has shifted back to hockey. His fellow 
owners and employees held a send-off party for him Sept. 3 on the Ridge 
Rock patio. Through five regular-season games, de Haan leads Hawks 
defensemen with a 53.0% even-strength shot-attempt ratio while 
averaging 18:17 of ice time. 

Back in Carp, Osborne can see the light at the end of the COVID tunnel. 
The brewery recently celebrated its three-year anniversary of opening. 
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Sales have increased, the full food menu is available again and Ontario’s 
indoor dining capacity restrictions are expected to lift within a few weeks. 

That good news is enough to keep de Haan cheerful even during the 
Hawks’ painful, winless start. 

“It was good, once things were open, to see some familiar faces inside 
and everyone smiling,” de Haan said. “That’s the atmosphere we wanted 
to create: A local watering hole where you can go with friends and enjoy 
yourself. 

“We knew we were going to be able to get through [the pandemic], just 
from our plan of attack. We have a strong backing in our little community 
there, so that goes a long way. That made a huge difference.” 
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Chicago takes on Detroit, seeks to end 5-game slide 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Staff Report 

By Associated Press 

Posted 10/24/2021 7:00 AM 

 

Detroit Red Wings (2-2-1, third in the Atlantic) vs. Chicago Blackhawks 
(0-4-1, seventh in the Central) 

Chicago; Sunday, 7 p.m. EDT 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Blackhawks -149, Red Wings +125; 
over/under is 6 

BOTTOM LINE: Chicago heads into the matchup with Detroit after losing 
five games in a row. 

Chicago went 24-25-7 overall during the 2020-21 season while going 13-
11-4 at home. The Blackhawks scored 159 total goals last season, 38 on 
power plays and three shorthanded. 

Detroit finished 19-27-10 overall during the 2020-21 season while going 
7-16-5 on the road. Goalies for the Red Wings compiled a .906 save 
percentage while allowing 2.9 goals on 31.8 shots per game last season. 

The matchup Sunday is the first meeting this season between the two 
teams. 

INJURIES: Blackhawks: Mike Hardman: day to day (upper body). 

Red Wings: None listed. 
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Struggling Blackhawks have several problems to address 

 

John Dietz 

Follow @johndietzdh  

Updated 10/23/2021 5:35 PM 

 

So what is wrong with the Blackhawks? 

That's the $64,000 question because this team -- one most believed 
would at least challenge for a playoff berth -- is still looking for its first 
victory after 5 losses. 

A quick rundown of the ugly numbers before we get to the main issues: 

• The Hawks have not led all season, a 300-minute, 57-second streak 
that crushes the previous franchise record (226:06) set just last year. 

• Opponents are outscoring the Hawks 21-9 overall and 17-3 at even 
strength. 

• Only Montreal (0-5-0) and Arizona (0-3-1) have a worse goal 
differential. 

• The Hawks' high-danger goals for per 60 minutes is 0.5 (third worst) 
while their high-danger goals against is 2.27 (fourth worst). This means 
the Hawks are not capitalizing on their Grade A chances, while their 
opponents are coming through. 

"I'm probably the main culprit for that," Patrick Kane said after Thursday's 
4-1 loss to Vancouver. "It comes down to bearing down at certain parts of 
the game." 

Here are my thoughts on why the Hawks are 0-4-1 heading into Sunday: 

Sloppy passing 

The Hawks have gone from one of the best passing teams in the league 
under Joel Quenneville to one of the worst. Remember those gorgeous 
stretch passes from Duncan Keith to Patrick Kane? Or from Brent 
Seabrook to Marian Hossa? 

Gone. 

Or how about seamlessly advancing the puck from one zone to the next? 
Click, clack, click. 

Scoring chance. Goal. It's a rare sight indeed. 

Even at practice Saturday -- when the Hawks were running a simple drill 
with no defenders present -- two passes completely missed their target. 

Is this a talent issue? A lack of reps with new teammates? Coaches not 
holding players accountable? All of the above? 

Tough to say, but the best teams work as one to frustrate and flummox 
opponents. 

Struggles in net 

Marc-Andre Fleury looks nothing like a Vezina-winning goaltender thus 
far as he sports a save percentage of .840 and a goals-against average 
of 5.63. Some of that stems from the defense in front of him, but he's 
given up a few soft goals and also handed one to Pittsburgh last week. 

Kevin Lankinen (.884, 2.91) has been a bit better, but both netminders 
need to improve. 

Starts at the top 

The lack of production from the Hawks' best players is the biggest reason 
they haven't won. 

Jonathan Toews has no points through five games. Patrick Kane has 5 
points, but only 1 at even strength. Alex DeBrincat has no points at even 
strength. Tyler Johnson has just 2 assists. 

A slow start from Toews was probably expected, but he needs to get 
going because teams obviously need their top-six centers to produce. 

Line blending 

Coaches almost always change the forward lines when things aren't 
going well and that's what Jeremy Colliton has done early on with the 
Hawks. But how much is too much when you are dealing with so much 
roster turnover? 
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"We gave some of those lines a pretty good run in camp and it looked 
like we maybe we had something," Colliton said after practice Saturday. 
"But when the season started we didn't continue that momentum. We 
gave it couple games, but ultimately when you're searching for a spark, 
the lines are one way to do it." 

Finding the right combinations, making proper in-game adjustments and 
exploiting matchups are what separates the best coaches from the 
average ones. 

Because of a lack of size, some scratched their heads when Colliton put 
the 5-foot-9 Patrick Kane, 5-foot-7 Alex DeBrincat and 5-foot-8 Tyler 
Johnson together at the start of camp. They are no longer a unit. 

Against Vancouver, Colliton placed Jujhar Khaira, a hard-to-play against 
grinder, on a line with Jonathan Toews and Dominik Kubalik. That didn't 
pan out either. 

Mike Hardman was called up from Rockford after three games. Dylan 
Strome sat out the first four contests, then played against the Canucks. 
Ryan Carpenter sat out three straight games. 

It feels like the forwards need some time to gel so they can learn each 
other's tendencies. 

From there, comes trust. And scoring chances. And goals. 

And ideally victories. 

Stick taps 

Focusing on the Hawks' woes is certainly the easy thing to do, but it's 
important to point out that they have played better in the last two games. 
Unfortunately for them, Isles goalie Ilya Sorokin played magnificently 
during a 39-save performance, and Vancouver did a fantastic job 
breaking up plays at the last second. The Canucks also deserve credit 
for blocking 18 shots, a few of which had to hurt. 
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Another Blackhawks headache: Kane, Carpenter, Gustafsson placed in 
COVID protocol 

 

John Dietz 

Follow @johndietzdh  

Updated 10/23/2021 2:27 PM 

 

Another day, another headache for the Blackhawks. 

Already winless in their first five games, the Hawks now may be without 
forwards Patrick Kane and Ryan Carpenter and defenseman Erik 
Gustafsson when they take on Detroit at the United Center on Sunday. 
All three players were placed in COVID protocol Saturday and were 
unable to practice. 

Coach Jeremy Colliton said it's a "day to day" situation and he's not sure 
"how it's going to develop." 

No further guidance was given. The Hawks called up forward Reese 
Johnson from Rockford and had him skating on the fourth line with 
MacKenzie Entwistle and Jujhar Khaira at practice. 

Losing Kane for any length of time would obviously be a big blow, but 
Colliton is confident things are trending in the right direction overall. 

"He's a great player, but we line up with the guys that are available and 
it's up to us to find a way to get it done," Colliton said. "Overall the last 

two games, we've done a lot of good things that over time if you continue 
to do them you'll be rewarded for them. 

"We haven't got paid off early. We've given up the first goal, which is 
always a headwind. If you add up the six periods, a lot more good than 
bad and we have to keep building on it." 

After facing the Red Wings, the Hawks host Toronto on Wednesday, play 
at Carolina on Friday and at St. Louis on Saturday. 
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Blackhawks F Kane misses practice due to COVID-19 protocol 

 

Staff Report 

Associated Press  

Updated 10/23/2021 1:50 PM 

 

CHICAGO -- Chicago Blackhawks star Patrick Kane missed practice on 
Saturday because of the NHL's COVID-19 protocol. 

Fellow forward Ryan Carpenter and defenseman Erik Gustafsson also 
missed practice for the same reason. 

The announcement doesn't necessarily mean that any of the players 
tested positive. General manager Stan Bowman said during training 
camp that the team was 100% vaccinated. 

'œAt this point, those guys are in the protocol, and we don't really know 
day to day how it's going to develop,'  coach Jeremy Colliton said. 'œFor 
the most part, it's out of our control, so we'll adjust as things develop 
here.'  

Chicago hosts the Detroit Red Wings on Sunday night. The struggling 
Blackhawks are off to a 0-4-1 start. 

The Blackhawks recalled forward Reese Johnson from Rockford of the 
American Hockey League. Johnson had a goal and an assist during the 
IceHogs' 6-3 loss to Iowa on Friday night. 
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Analysis: The reasons behind the Blackhawks’ early-season offensive 
struggles 

 

By Scott Powers  

Oct 23, 2021  

  

Patrick Kane will take the blame. He expects to score and believes it’s 
his fault when he doesn’t. 

And maybe he should have scored against the Vancouver Canucks on 
Thursday. He would normally put in at least one with the type of chances 
he had in that game. 

Kane certainly felt that way. 
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“Tonight maybe just bearing down on our chances,” Kane said after the 
4-1 loss on why they’ve lacked offense early in the season. “I’m probably 
the main culprit for that. Had a few chances in the second (period). 
Would have been nice to capitalize. Even in the first as well. It comes 
down to bearing down at certain parts of the game. Obviously when you 
have those chances to score that’s a pretty big part. I think we also want 
to create some more traffic and get some more rebound goals and things 
like that.” 

Kane can say what he wants, but this can’t all be on him. The 
Blackhawks can’t live and die with every Kane success or failed offensive 
opportunity. They’ve become too reliant on him. It’s not a formula to 
sustained success. 

Last season accentuated that. With as young and unproven as the 
Blackhawks were, they needed every ounce of offense Kane could give 
them last season. He gave them plenty early on, too. He scored 11 goals 
in the first 23 games, and the Blackhawks exceeded external 
expectations with a 12-7-4 start. 

But as the season wore on and Kane’s ice time continued to exceed 22 
minutes most games, it took a toll on him. He won’t say what began to 
bother him, but something bothered him and his game dropped off. He 
still set up goals and drove the offense in a lot of ways, but he was no 
longer the one doing the scoring. Over the final 33 games, he scored just 
four goals. Alex DeBrincat helped shoulder that load by scoring 21 goals 
over that same stretch, but the Blackhawks’ margin for error had 
diminished without Kane being as dangerous as he had been early in the 
season. The Blackhawks went 12-18-3 during those 33 games and faded 
from the playoff race. 

Now the Blackhawks are off to their worst start in nearly 25 years, and it’s 
a similar story. The defense was largely at fault for the first three losses. 
The Blackhawks were giving up way too many odd-man rushes. That’s 
been fixed since, and the Blackhawks are coming off two of their best 
defensive performances, at least analytically, in Jeremy Colliton’s 
coaching tenure. But the Blackhawks have nothing to show for it because 
their offense let them down. 

Even when the Blackhawks were allowing those rush chances early on, 
it’s not as if the offense was doing its part. The Blackhawks have scored 
just nine goals in their first five games. Four of those goals have been 
scored on five-on-four power plays, another one on a six-on-four power 
play. Only three of those goals have come in five-on-five play. They’ve 
averaging 0.76 goals per 60 minutes in five-on-five play, which is last in 
the league. Two more of those goals came in desperation with an extra 
attacker on the ice. 

Colliton has been asked about the offense as of late, and it doesn’t 
appear to be something he’s sweating. After Thursday’s loss, he didn’t 
think the offense was perfect, but he thought they generated enough 
chances to have something more to show for it. He had similar thoughts 
after Tuesday’s loss to the New York Islanders. 

One of the Blackhawks’ biggest problems is they haven’t displayed they 
can score in diverse ways. There’s the Kane-to-DeBrincat one-timer way. 
They’ve scored twice off that. There’s the good old method of relying on 
Kane. He’s delivered with one power-play goal, but he hasn’t been able 
to convert a five-on-five chance despite having a team-leading 14 shots 
on net. You add in last season’s struggles, and Kane has just a 3.76 
shooting percentage over his last 38 games. That may be cherry-picking 
numbers, but Kane has yet to fully prove this season he’s 100 percent 
again from whatever he was dealing with. 

The Blackhawks have also obviously heavily relied on DeBrincat in 
recent years. He came through with 32 goals in 52 games last season. 
To have two goals in five games this season isn’t necessarily awful, but 
it’s been more about the opportunities he hasn’t been able to put away. 
He had 15 scoring chances in the first five games, according to 
Sportlogiq. That’s eight more than the next Blackhawks player. 

The Blackhawks have been dangerous on the rush in recent years, too, 
but that hasn’t been the case this season. They’re 14th in the league with 

six rush chances per game, according to Sportlogiq, and they haven’t 
been capitalizing on those chances. Kane and Kirby Dach have nothing 
to show for seven rush chances each. Brandon Hagel has just one rush 
chance so far. Connor Murphy has scored the lone goal off the rush. One 
Blackhawks’ goal came off the forecheck, which resulted in Hagel finding 
Dach for a goal. MacKenzie Entwistle scored at the front of the net off a 
pass from Dach. The six other goals have been scored in the offensive 
zone while having a man advantage. 

So if Kane, DeBrincat and Dominik Kubalik (who has four shots on goal 
in five-on-five play) aren’t scoring a ton of a goal and they’re not scoring 
off the rush, the Blackhawks seem limited in how they can score. Pius 
Suter scored some rebound goals last season, but with him gone, no one 
has emerged in his place. Jonathan Toews could be that person. So far, 
he has a team-high two rebound chances, per Sportlogiq, but hasn’t 
scored. No one else has more than one rebound chance and the team is 
18th in the league with 1.8 rebound chances per game. The Blackhawks 
have been decent on the forecheck and have created 3.2 forecheck 
chances per game, which is 12th in the NHL, but those aren’t leading to 
goals either. The Blackhawks have witnessed how other teams have 
scored off deflections and tips at the net, including the Canucks’ go-
ahead goal, but that hasn’t been a formula for them so far this season. 

The Blackhawks are also 23rd in cycle chances, which is slightly better 
than last season when they were near the bottom of the league. It’s also 
worth noting the Blackhawks are last in the league in dump-in 
percentage. Without a super-effective forecheck, the Blackhawks aren’t 
getting the puck back enough when dumping it in. They need more clean 
entries. 

The Blackhawks did appear to have enough offensive talent on paper to 
begin the season, but some of it was assuming players would live up to 
expectations. Toews hasn’t shown yet he can return to being a 20-goal 
scorer. He’s yet to score. Hagel is getting more top-six opportunities this 
season, but he doesn’t have a goal. Henrik Borgström has one point, an 
assist. Tyler Johnson has two points, both assists. Philipp Kurashev has 
zero points and was just made a healthy scratch. Jujhar Khaira was just 
given the chance to be on Toews’ line on Thursday, but Khaira doesn’t 
have a point this season. With two goals, Dach might be the offensive 
bright spot among the forwards so far, especially considering his lack of 
finish was a storyline after the season opener. 

Among the defense, Seth Jones doesn’t have a goal and all of his assists 
have been on the power play. Erik Gustafsson has proven so far to be 
more of a defensive liability than an offensive threat in his return. Murphy 
is the lone defenseman to score. As a whole, the defensemen have been 
more mindful the last two games to protect from the opposing rush, so 
that’s bound to have some impact on minimizing their offensive 
aggressiveness. 

Colliton went down a list of things Thursday he thinks the Blackhawks 
can do to score more. 

“We’ve got to shoot the puck more, gotta be at the net, give ourselves a 
chance to score a dirty goal, let the puck go in off you, create a rebound,” 
Colliton said. “When they’re pinching their D, let’s win a puck battle so we 
can create a two-on-one. We were pinching our D the first three games 
and they were winning battles and going two-on-one the other way. We 
can do that, too. There’s little things you can do and ultimately we’ve got 
to give ourselves a chance to get a bounce.” 

From a personnel standpoint, Colliton has some other options. He 
brought Dylan Strome back into the fold Thursday, and you would think 
Strome gets a few more games at least. Adam Gaudette has offensive 
upside, but he seems to have fallen out of favor. Maybe a game sitting 
gets Kurashev going. Would the Blackhawks consider recalling Lukas 
Reichel or Alex Nylander? Both scored for the Rockford IceHogs last 
weekend. Would Brett Connolly be what they need around the net? 
Would Nicolas Beaudin be worth giving a look over Gustafsson? Does 
Colliton risk a little more defensively to try something more offensively? 

Colliton has some decisions to make. After the first three games, he 
focused on preventing the odd-man rushes and found a solution. While 
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the Blackhawks have probably been a bit unlucky offensively the first five 
games, there’s enough evidence to say the Blackhawks can’t just hope 
their situation improves. Like the defensive adjustment, they need some 
tinkering with their offense. 

Come Sunday against the Detroit Red Wings, we’ll see whether they can 
figure it out. 
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The Athletic / The 2021-22 NHL prospects viewing guide: Where and 
who to watch in every league and country 

 

By Scott Wheeler 

Oct 23, 2021  

  

So a new NHL season is underway, you want to spread your wings and 
follow some other leagues or your team’s top prospects, but you find it 
really hard to keep track of the sport’s sprawling domestic and 
international junior, college, and professional levels. 

Well, don’t worry, because chances are you ask yourself the same 
questions as a lot of other people: Which players should I be watching? 
Which teams should I be watching? Where can I watch? What do I even 
start? 

I’m not going to make as many recommendations on who to watch for 
these two as I will for the rest of the leagues here because chances are if 
you’re subscribed to The Athletic that your focus will be on the affiliate 
clubs of your favourite NHL team. 

But if you’re looking for the best bang for your buck in the AHL (I’m not 
talking about the best AHL teams necessarily, but rather the ones with 
the most kids worth watching), I’d steer you towards the Ontario Reign 
and the Iowa Wild as the league’s two must-watch teams. I’m also 
intrigued by the young group the Stockton Heat have this year. 

Of note, there are also some new kids on the block. The Seattle Kraken 
are sharing the Charlotte Checkers with the Florida Panthers until their 
yet-to-be-named affiliate is ready to play in Palm Springs in 2022-2023, 
and the Abbotsford Canucks have rejoined the AHL (the Abbotsford Heat 
were previously an AHL affiliate of the Flames from 2009-2014) to take 
over Vancouver’s affiliation from the Utica Comets (who are now affiliated 
with the Devils). 

In the ECHL, the Worcester Railers, Newfoundland Growlers, and Trois-
Rivieres Lions are the teams with the most by way of semi-interesting 
young players. I’m looking forward to tracking the expansion Lions in the 
coming years, in particular, because I suspect they’ll become a landing 
spot for top unsigned QMJHL free agents. 

The Chicago Steel remain the USHL’s giant from a prospects 
perspective. They’re now annually the only team in the league with more 
players of consequence than players who aren’t. This year, even after 
losing another significant graduating class, is no different. Hurricanes 
fourth-rounder Jackson Blake is the league’s early leading scorer. Sam 
Lipkin (Coyotes) and Joe Miller (Leafs) give them some other NHL ties. 
Adam Fantilli is a clear frontrunner for the third pick in 2023 and is 
already a force. Jayden Perron is another 2023 to keep an eye on, and 
they’ve got a strong group of 2022-eligibles led by Nicholas Moldenhauer 
(who has battled injury and illness to start the year) and re-entry Jack 
Harvey (watch out for this kid to surprise some people). 

The goalie battle in Tri-City is also worth keeping an eye on, because 
both Flames prospect Arseni Sergeyev and Capitals prospect Chase 

Clark would be starters on just about any other team and are playing 
well. 

Though the 2022 draft class is a weaker one than we’ve grown 
accustomed to out of the USHL, keep an eye on 2023s Fantilli, Perron, 
Emil Jarventie (the younger brother of Sens prospect Roby Jarventie), 
Gavin Brindley, and Mikey DeAngelo. 

Here’s Muskegon Lumberjacks head coach Mike Hamilton on his first 
impressions of Jarventie, who made a name for himself in Finland’s U20 
level last year as a 15-year-old: “Well, he can flat out skate, I’ll tell you 
that. He’s fast, he’s got a really short stick, he’s good in tight, and he’s 
not afraid to go to the tough areas. I’m excited about what he’s going to 
be. There’s some high potential for that kid there.” 

There are two major levels of second-tier junior hockey (commonly 
referred to as “Junior A” in Canada) in North America. In Canada, there is 
the CJHL, which is today an association of nine Junior A leagues 
consisting of 117 teams. Three of those leagues (the BHCL, the AJHL 
and the OJHL) are now regularly producing top Canadian NHL 
prospects. The other six (the SJHL, the MJHL, the SIJHL, NOJHL, the 
CCHL, the MHL and the LJHQ) will produce an NHL prospect or two on 
occasion, but are mostly feeder leagues for USports and smaller college 
hockey programs in the United States. 

There doesn’t tend to be many, if any, drafted NHL prospects who stick 
around once they’re picked though (most play their post-draft seasons in 
college hockey and those who are a little further behind the curve tend to 
jump to the USHL). There are some drafted NHL prospects still kicking 
around this year, though. Bruins 2021 third-round pick Taige Harding is 
captaining the AJHL’s Fort McMurray Oil Barrons in the AJHL before he 
heads off to Providence next year. In the BCHL, the Ducks’ Ethan Bowen 
and the Red Wings’ Kienan Draper are both playing for the Chilliwack 
Chiefs, while the Canadiens’ Kiernan Ruscheinski plays for the Salmon 
Arm Silverbacks (though I wouldn’t consider the 20-year-old Ruscheinski 
a NHL prospect any longer). 

For the 2022 draft, the big fish out of Canadian Jr. A hockey this year is 
Okotoks Oilers forward Rieger Lorenz, who is committed to the University 
of Denver for next year. Lorenz’s teammate, Bowden Singleton, and 
Brooks Bandits defenceman Boston Buckberger (who is also in the 
running for the draft’s best name) are worth watching for the draft. 

The BCHL could also produce a handful of 2022 draftees, led by Surrey 
Eagles playmaker Michael Abgrall and Penticton Vees defender Josh 
Niedermayer (yes, son of Scott Niedermayer). Watch out for diminutive 
Penticton forward Josh Nadeau, too. Nadeau wasn’t one of the seven 
BCHL players on NHL Central Scouting’s players to watch list but he’s 
ultra-talented and worth tracking at the University of Maine in 2022-23 
regardless of what happens with the draft. 

I’ve heard good things about North York Rangers defenceman George 
Fegaras out of the OJHL, too, and he’s on my list of players I need to 
carve out time to watch. 

The CJHL Prospects Game, which normally runs on the same weekend 
and in the same area as its CHL equivalent, is also worth your time at the 
midseason point. 

In the U.S., the second-tier NAHL also occasionally produces NHL 
prospects. Though drafted kids don’t ever stick around, Minnesota 
Wilderness defenceman Aaron Pionk (an overager in the 2022 class) has 
an outside chance of being selected as a re-entry in Montreal. 

The University of Michigan Wolverines go without saying here. They’ve 
got seven legitimate NHL prospects up front (the kind of players who’d be 
the guy, or maybe the second guy, most elsewhere). They’ve got four 
more NHL prospects on the back end, ranging from stars like the Sabres’ 
Owen Power and the Devils’ Luke Hughes to another Devils prospect in 
Ethan Edwards (whose skating really pops) and two-way Canucks 
prospect Jacob Truscott (who they think is poised for a breakout). And 
they’ve got one of the game’s more interesting prospects in net in 
Buffalo’s Erik Portillo. It’s appointment viewing. 
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The University of Minnesota Golden Gophers are really fun, too, with a 
strong core of NHL prospects on the back end, and a little bit of 
everything up front with two of the more exciting goal-scoring freshmen in 
Chaz Lucius (Jets) and Matthew Knies (Leafs), some personal favourites 
in Aaron Huglen (Sabres) and Tristan Broz (Penguins), and some 
established college standouts in Blake McLaughlin (Ducks) and captain 
Sammy Walker (Lightning). 

Denver and Harvard may be the two teams I’m most excited to watch 
though. Denver because of the plethora of kids I have an affinity for 
(Edmonton’s Carter Savoie, who is off to a remarkable start, 
Philadelphia’s Bobby Brink, Colorado’s Sean Behrens, Detroit’s Antti 
Tuomisto, and Florida’s Michael Benning, as well as 2022 draft-eligible 
prospect Jack Devine). Harvard because they didn’t play last year and 
they’re full of quirky case studies (Toronto’s Nick Abruzzese, the Jets’ 
Austin Wong, Anaheim’s Henry Thrun and Ian Moore, Dallas’ Jack Bar, 
L.A.’s Alex Laferriere) and potential true impact guys (Calgary’s Matt 
Coronato and Montreal’s Sean Farrell both have some real pop). 

High school hockey is the hardest to watch because the best schools are 
spread out across two countries, multiple states and provinces, and 
several different loops. You can access many (but not all) of the 
Minnesota high school hockey circuit’s games through MNHockey.TV. A 
lot of schools do their own thing, too. St. Andrew’s College (SAC), which 
is increasingly producing an NHL prospect or two annually, broadcasts its 
games on YouTube and the school’s website. This year, SAC also 
helped launch the Prep Hockey Conference with other top schools: 
Culver Academies, Mount St. Charles Academy, Northwood School, 
Shattuck-St. Mary’s School (a prospect factory), and South Kent School. 
Shattuck, the CSSHL (Canadian Sport School Hockey League), and the 
worthwhile New England prep school circuit all also broadcast their 
games through the popular HockeyTV subscription service as well. There 
are a bunch of Massachusetts schools worth tracking, including Kimball 
Union Academy, St. Mark’s School, St. Sebastian’s, Dexter School, 
Thayer Academy. Connecticut’s Salisbury School and Avon Old Farms 
are also often worthwhile. Stanstead College in Quebec is also a 
destination for college-bound prospects of occasional NHL interest. 

But who you watch should be determined by where the players of note 
are playing in any given season, which brings me to … 

There could be an entire article dedicated to the good, the bad, and the 
ugly of the MHL, Russia’s top junior league. The differences from team to 
team can be pretty stark and the franchises that are centred in the big 
metropolitan areas tend to develop or go out and get the top young 
players. Most of the top clubs at the lower levels tend to be descendants 
of CSKA Moscow (though there are four MHL teams in Moscow and 
Dynamo and Spartak are both draws) and SKA St. Petersburg first, and a 
cluster of Ak Bars Kazan, Lokomotiv Yaroslavl, Metallurg Magnitogorsk, 
and Avangard Omsk second. 

Right now, SKA-1946 St. Petersburg is the MHL’s must-watch team due 
to 2023 sensation Matvei Michkov, but he’s also joined by Canadiens 
draftee Alexander Gordin, Panthers goalie prospect Kirill Gerasimyuk, 
Penguins prospect Kirill Tankov (though Tankov is currently with the VHL 
club), a number of name prospects who passed through the draft, and 
2022 prospects Arseni Koromyslov and Sergei Ivanov. 

I’ve really enjoyed watching MHK Dynamo Moskva, who has four drafted 
NHL prospects, including one of my favourites Alexander Kisakov 
(Sabres). Their KHL club also boasts breakout star Dmitri Rashevsky 
(Jets), who should have your attention. 

SKA and SKA-Neva are the teams to watch at the KHL and VHL levels 
respectively, though, too, with an embarrassment of riches that includes 
the already-established Kirill Marchenko (Blue Jackets), two-way 
standout centre Marat Khustnutdinov (Wild), defenceman Kirill Kirsanov 
(Kings), Ivan Morozov (Golden Knights), and top 2021 draft picks Fedor 
Svechkov (Predators) and Nikita Chibrikov (Jets). 

If you’re looking for 2022 flair, potential top-10 picks Ivan Miroshnichenko 
(VHL’s Osmkie Krylia) and Danila Yurov (KHL’s Metallurg Magnitogorsk) 
are both tremendous, though Yurov tends to sit on the bench all game … 

The most watchable team in Swedish hockey for me right now is 
Djurgardens’ J20 team. They’ve run a line at times (when one piece of it 
isn’t in the SHL) that includes a trio of the country’s top 2022 draft 
eligibles: Johnathan Lekkerimaki, Noah Ostlund and Liam Ohgren. Those 
guys aren’t alone either. They’ve also got some drafted prospects in 
forward Oskar Jellvik (Bruins) and goalie Carl Lindbom (Golden Knights). 
Top 2023 prospect Dalibor Dvorsky makes AIK’s J20 worth the price of 
admission, too. 

After welcoming an influx of NHL prospects into the third-tier 
HockeyEttan when the junior levels shut down last year, it’s back to being 
mostly irrelevant for scouting purposes, with only a quartet of fringe 
drafted NHL prospects and just as few draft eligibles. 

In the second-tier HockeyAllsvenskan, I’d recommend watching 
Vasterviks IK, who have four drafted NHL prospects on their team, and 
HV71, who now have Hurricanes prospect Zion Nybeck and Flyers 
prospect Emil Andrae succeeding in prominent roles. 

In the SHL, Frolunda is still the league’s most compelling team from a 
scouting standpoint. That’s due mostly to their Red Wings contingent of 
Elmer Soderblom, Simon Edvinsson and Theodor Niederbach, but Filip 
Johansson (Wild), Karl Henriksson (Rangers), and Mattias Norlinder 
(Canadiens) certainly add to the interest level. I remain fascinated by 
Brynas’ Noel Gunler (Hurricanes), even as he continues to struggle to 
establish himself as more than a streaky depth scorer. 

JYP are mediocre to below average but they’ve got the most by way of 
NHL prospects right now in Liiga, with Finland’s top two 2022 prospects 
(Joakim Kemell and Brad Lambert, who will both likely be selected in the 
top 10), polarizing Hurricanes prospect Anttoni Honka, and a slew of 
other drafted players, including defenders Ville Ottavainen (Kraken) and 
Aleksi Malinen (Islanders), as well as the towering Samuel Helenius 
(Kings). Karpat, one of the country’s biggest producers of NHL talent, 
isn’t far behind this year though either. 

In Mestis, both Blue Jackets D prospect Eric Hjorth (who has had an up-
and-down couple of years) and Devils forward prospect Jaromir Pytlik 
have been loaned out to IPK and are still worth tracking when they’re 
there. That tends to be how Mestis works, where drafted prospects 
getting loaned or draft-eligible top junior players getting promoted (as a 
way to test them against pros before Liiga) tends to drive interest. 

At the Finnish junior level, I’ve found myself circling back to Jokerit for 
one of my favourites, Samu Salminen, and their plethora of soon-to-be 
drafted prospects (Miko Matikka and Kasper Kulonummi in 2022, Kasper 
Halttunen in 2023). 

There aren’t usually more than, say, roughly a dozen players worth 
tracking in the Czech Republic in a given season (with last year being the 
exception due to the influx of prospects the league welcomed). 

The player to watch in Tipsport Extraliga right now is top 2022 defender 
David Jiricek, a likely top-10 pick who is playing for HC Plzen. 

HC Energie Karlovy Vary’s Jiri Kulich will also be drafted in 2022 and is 
worth your time. 

HC Dynamo Pardubice is probably the next-most interesting team. Oilers 
prospect Matej Blumel is a big piece of the puzzle up front and an 
established player in the league and former Preds draft pick Milan 
Kloucek is playing like one of the league’s best goalies right now (though 
he’s 23 and may no longer be in Nashville’s plans, he may play his way 
back into the conversation for an AHL deal if he keeps it up). 

Flames 2018 pick Milos Roman (HC Ocelari Trinec), Lightning 2018 pick 
Radim Salda (HK Hradec Kralove), Sabres 2020 pick Jakub Konecny 
(HC Sparta Praha), and Islanders 2021 draftee Tomas Machu (HC 
Vitkovice) round out the league’s drafted talent, but each have either 
already seen their ship sale or are huge longshots. 

If you want the Jaromir Jagr experience, it’s still going strong with Rytiri 
Kladno at age 49 (he’ll be 50 in February), on a team full of familiar 
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names (see: Tomas Plekanec, Jake Dotchin). Overager Jiri Tichacek still 
has some NHL believers, too. 

At the junior level, I’d keep an eye on HC Karlovy Vary’s Dominik Rymon 
(2022), HC Sparta Praha’s Petr Hauser (2022), and HC Kometa Brno’s 
Eduard Sale (2023). 

If ever there were a year to watch Slovakia’s top leagues, this is it. The 
Slovaks have three prospects who will be picked high and two of them 
are still playing domestically. Defenceman Simon Nemec, my favourite of 
the three, is second in ice time on HK Nitra, averaging nearly 19 minutes 
a night. He captained Slovakia’s national team to a silver medal at this 
year’s Hlinka Gretzky Cup, winning the tournament’s MVP award, and 
has played on the senior team at men’s world championships and into 
Olympic qualifying. He may challenge for the top five in this year’s draft. 

There is only a trio of drafted players playing in Germany this season. 
They are: Islanders 2018 second-rounder Ruslan Iskhakov (Adler 
Mannheim), Panthers 2018 seventh-rounder Justin Schutz (EHC 
Munchen), and Hurricanes goalie prospect Nikita Quapp (Krefeld 
Penguins). Those first two clubs, in Mannheim and Munich, are also the 
two that typically warrant the most attention (though Eisbaren Berlin has 
also built a strong program). 

There aren’t many draft-eligible players worth following in Switzerland 
this year (GC Küsnacht Lions winger Livio Truog is playing in the second-
tier SL and got a C rating from NHL Central Scouting, indicating a 
potential late-round selection, but I haven’t made time for him yet), but 
there are still a few drafted prospects worthy of a follow. 

Your first stop should be dynastic HC Davos, who have both 2019 pick 
Valentin Nussbaumer (Coyotes) and 2021 pick Simon Knak (Predators). 

I’m a fan of 2020 draftee Benjamin Baumgartner (Devils) as a potential 
AAAA guy down the line, but after years with HC Davos he’s off to a 
rough start with Lausanne HC. Nico Gross, a 2018 Rangers pick, is also 
playing for EV Zug, though I wouldn’t consider him an NHL prospect at 
this point. 

I’d also keep an eye on 2023 prospect Kimo Gruber, who is playing with 
Kloten’s junior team right now but I expect to get some pro reps this 
season. He’s already a top player at their U20 level and he has 
impressed playing above his age group internationally. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs questioning their belief in wake of Penguins 
blowout 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox 

October 23, 2021, 9:51 PM 

 

PITTSBURGH – The last time the skaters inside Toronto Maple Leafs 
sweaters flew to Pittsburgh and laid an egg this rotten, they were playing 
to get their coach fired. 

We’re certainly not arguing that is the same case now, a mere six games 
into the first fresh 82-game slate of Sheldon Keefe’s NHL coaching 
career. 

But something is sorely amiss in the early going, as evidenced by a 
rested team’s sloppy and punchless performance in back-to-back losses 
to San Jose and Pittsburgh — two teams the supposedly high-octane 
Leafs should outscore on cruise control. 

Instead, the engine light is blinking, there’s an oil spot swelling on the 
garage floor, and the ghost of Kasimir Kaskisuo was spotted floating up 
in the rafters of PPG Paints Arena Saturday, mingling with all those 
Penguins championship banners from this era. 

Dressing a Band-Aid lineup with their multi-ringed core (Sidney Crosby, 
Evgeni Malkin, Kris Letang, Jeff Carter, Bryan Rust) ravaged by COVID 
and injury, the Penguins crumpled up the roster that looked better on 
paper and blazed the Leafs 7-1. 

“I have a lot of thoughts,” Keefe said, in a pall. “Not many good ones.” 

The undrafted Drew Connor (he of 13 career big-league games and 
listed as a left wing) scored twice playing centre. Defenceman Mike 
Matheson beat Jake Muzzin wide and Justin Holl to the far post during a 
wraparound rush goal that was as beautiful as it was rare. Stay-at-home 
D-man Marcus Pettersson — who has never scored more than twice in a 
season — jumped up in a rush to pump home the Pens’ fifth marker. 

And former (brief) Leafs Brian Boyle and Evan Rodrigues piled on the 
party. 

“They’ve got a winning culture about them. No matter who’s in the lineup, 
they go in games expecting to win,” Alexander Kerfoot said. 

Toronto, conversely, has tiptoed into its games this autumn and hardly 
looks like a group that, as they say, has turned the page from last 
spring’s collapse. 

Their opposition has now scored first in five out of six games. 

“It's tough playing from behind, and we’ve been doing it too much here 
lately. And this one got away on us,” Keefe said. 

“Give Pittsburgh full marks. They were fast and competitive all through 
the game. They don't make it easy on you. At times we were careless 
with the puck, they made us pay for it.” 

So even though it was encouraging to see veteran Jason Spezza strike 
back immediately after O’Connor opened the scoring and tie the contest 
1-1 after the first frame, what transpired afterward was nothing short of 
an embarrassment. 

Instead of chasing the game, the Leafs simply shrugged and let it whiz by 
them. Pittsburgh was revving a motorcycle through a bicycle lane. 

The Maple Leafs committed four minor penalties in the offensive zone 
and committed thrice as many turnovers. 

They gave up two goals in one 15-second span. 

And, mercifully, after the “CAMP-bell!” razzes rang out, Keefe threw 
backup Michael Hutchinson to the wolves in the third, so he could absorb 
mop up some of the abuse. 

At one point, the lusty Penguins fans began doing The Wave like they 
were bobbing up and down in Exhibition Stadium circa 1985. 

The Leafs, now 2-3-1, have slipped under .500 for the first time in a 
regular season since Keefe assumed control. 

The coach’s main concern is no longer whether Travis Dermott can play 
the right side or if Nick Ritchie is a smart fit with his superstars. 

No. 

The Leafs’ issue is larger and more unruly than tactical decisions. It’s 
psychological. 

“The biggest thing to manage right now is just the mood and the belief in 
the group. It's easy to start doubting and questioning things when things 
aren't going your way,” Keefe said. 

“The difficult thing is to dig in and recognize that the league is very good. 
And you cut corners even one little bit, teams make you pay for it.” 

Remaining Time -2:10 
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Keefe says Penguins made Maple Leafs pay for their mistakes 

While some Leafs spoke of missed chances or sticking with the plan, 
Muzzin opted for a dose of uncomfortable truth. 

“They did a lot of things right, and it started with outworking us. And that 
just fuelled them. They were quick in their zone, quick in neutral (zone), 
they were winning puck battles, and they outplayed us,” Muzzin said. 

So how do you explain getting outworked on the heels of a flat showing 
at home to San Jose Friday? 

“It's inexcusable,” Muzzin replied. “Myself. Everyone. We all need to be 
better.” 

The Penguins, remarkably, have improved to 17-8 all-time when Crosby 
and Malkin are simultaneously sidelined. 

“They got a lot of speed, lot of tenacity. They play a very structured 
game, very quick game,” Keefe said. 

“They're a team that's playing without some very key people, but they 
found success here early in the season despite that, so they've got 
confidence in their ability to do that.” 

Confidence, eh? 

Boy, the Maple Leafs could use an injection of that while they charter to 
Carolina for a showdown with the undefeated Frederik Andersen on 
Monday. 

“The mood ain’t great. You lose like that, it’s not a good mood,” Muzzin 
said. 

“But it's early in the season. It's a test for us. And let’s see how we 
respond.” 

Fox’s Fast Five 

• Ageless fourth-line wonder Jason Spezza now leads the Leafs with 
three goals. Not since a 14-year-old me washed dishes and bussed 
tables at Pizza Hut has a guy worked so hard for minimum wage. 

• Travis Dermott was healthy-scratched for the first time this season to 
keep Timothy Liljegren in rotation. 

“We just want Liljegren to stay fresh and stay moving here. We don't 
want him sitting for too long,” Keefe explained. “We don't think he's done 
anything to not be in the top six. It just so happens you can only play six.” 

• Evan “E-Rod” Rodrigues centred the Penguins top line, which featured 
winger Kasperi Kapanen — the same guy he was traded to Toronto for in 
a 2020 package deal. 

Coach Mike Sullivan spoke highly of Kapanen ahead of his first game 
versus his old team. 

“There really isn't any aspect of the game that he can't play. He's big and 
strong. He can play a grind game down low. He's capable of that. His 
speed off the rush is very threatening. He can really shoot the puck,” 
Sullivan said. 

“We’re excited and encouraged about where his game can inevitably 
grow.” 

• Alexander Kerfoot and David Kämpf were minus-4. Ondrej Kase, Justin 
Holl and Jake Muzzin were all minus-3. 

• Sullivan on Crosby leading his group to two Stanley Cups (plus a Team 
Canada World Cup) despite dealing with a wrist injury since 2014: 

“What it says about Sid: I just think he's a competitive guy, loves to play, 
and he's tough. He's tough. There’s no other way to say it. He plays 
through a lot — not just his wrist. He plays a hard game. He plays in the 
battle areas. For a player of his stature, that's a superstar player, he's a 
guy that doesn't play on the perimeter. He does his best work in the 
traffic. I personally think he's the best player in the game in the traffic. I 
just think that's an indication of his physical toughness and his mental 

toughness and his competitiveness. He's just got an appetite to win, and 
he wants to be on the ice — and he plays through a lot to do it.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / 'That was a blast': Canucks all smiles after win in Kraken's 
home debut 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet 

October 24, 2021, 2:09 AM 

 

SEATTLE – After Seattle waited 97 years for the return of the National 
Hockey League, the Vancouver Canucks made the expansion Kraken 
wait at least one more game for their first home win. 

In a deafening stadium, dug out from beneath a protected landmark roof 
in the shadow of the Space Needle, the Canucks earned and then 
eradicated a third-period deficit, scoring three times in the final eight 
minutes to beat the Kraken 4-2 in Seattle’s home opener at Climate 
Pledge Arena. 

It was the first meaningful visit by an NHL team since the Seattle 
Metropolitans folded in 1924. 

Saturday’s win for Vancouver was the rebirth of an old hockey rivalry. 

“A blast, that was a blast,” Canucks winger Conor Garland said after 
fooling goalie Philipp Grubauer on the winning goal with 4:02 remaining. 
“I remember my first game in Vegas was actually a pre-season game and 
it was the loudest rink I've ever been in. This was pretty close. That was 
fun.” 

“It was rockin,’” Canucks captain Bo Horvat, who drove the comeback, 
told reporters. “I mean, they got loud a couple of times there, especially 
when they scored. But I thought we did a great job keeping our 
composure and not letting it get to us and responding.” 

Former Flame Mark Giordano put Seattle ahead 2-1 by scoring on a two-
on-one at 5:10 of the final period. The Kraken led by one, but could have 
been ahead by three or four goals. 

But Horvat tied it on a power-play rebound at 12:52, after a quick 
interchange between Quinn Hughes and J.T. Miller, and Garland 
followed with the winner, freezing Grubauer slightly on a partial 
breakaway and scoring between the goalie’s pads. 

Justin Dowling added an empty-net goal. 

After being outshot 24-16 through 40 minutes, the Canucks' late surge 
followed a key win Thursday in Chicago and allowed Vancouver to return 
home from its six-game odyssey to start the season at 3-2-1. The team 
looked capable of tilting after a dreadful 5-2 loss Tuesday in Buffalo 
dropped Vancouver under .500, but the Canucks found a way to win two 
games in difficult buildings while still not playing their best. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

“It wasn't a great trip after the Buffalo game; we were in a bit of a hole 
there,” Garland said. “And these were two really good teams we were 
coming to play against, and tough buildings obviously -- the United 
Center and this one. So these were big road wins. We kind of dug deep 
there and made it a good road trip. It could have gotten away from us.” 

“I think we should be happy with this road trip,” Horvat said. “Obviously, 
there was some ups and downs. But I thought we responded well from 
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playing bad in Buffalo. Getting those last two wins was huge for our 
group. 

“You want to play with a lead, you want to play a full 60 minutes and 
maybe not get down in the third period and have to claw our way back. 
But again, it just shows we have resilience in the room and guys stepped 
up at different times. I'm just overall happy to get that win.” 

Release the Kraken, and cage the Canucks. 

From the 15-minute mark of the first period until the second period was 
11 minutes old, the Canucks did not register a shot on goal. 

Aided by an offensive-zone penalty by Vancouver fourth-liner Juho 
Lammikko, Seattle seized momentum on its power play, scored its first-
ever goal on home ice, and could have scored at least a couple of others 
during the Kraken’s 16 minutes of dominance. 

But at 11:09 of the second period, Horvat collected Garland’s pass into 
the high slot and beat Grubauer stick side to tie the game 1-1. It felt like 
Vancouver was getting blown out yet suddenly the Canucks were tied. 

The Kraken didn’t score on their power play that began at 16:53 of the 
first period, but nor did they let Vancouver penalty-killers off the ice. It 
looked like Canucks Jason Dickinson, Tucker Poolman and Kyle 
Burroughs might kill the final 40 seconds of the period by disfiguring the 
puck in the corner to the left of goalie Thatcher Demko. 

But with the skaters on the ice for a minute-and-a-half, Alex Wennberg 
managed to kick the puck free, and Adam Larsson fed cross-ice to 
Seattle defenceman Vince Dunn, who changed the angle of his shot and 
fired past J.T. Miller and Demko with 3.2 seconds remaining in the 
period. It was an historic moment, and a thunderous one. 

The roar from 17,151 fans – among the 32,000 who pledged ticket 
money the first day the Kraken asked for support -- continued through the 
first half of the second period when Seattle generated another eight 
straight shots to go with the seven they strung together at he end of the 
first. 

Demko made big saves on Wennberg and Nathan Bastian. The goalie 
later made a stunning rebound stop on Calle Jarnkrok and got just 
enough of Mason Appleton’s breakaway attempt to keep the puck from 
trickling across the goal line. 

But the Kraken released the Canucks, who emerged from deep water 
with two points and a fair bit of momentum heading into their first 
homestand of the season. After 12 days on the road, the Canucks play 
the Minnesota Wild on Tuesday at Rogers Arena. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens revive infamous Bell Centre atmosphere with 
blissful first win 

 

Eric Engels@EricEngels 

October 24, 2021, 12:14 AM 

 

MONTREAL — It was an atmosphere not witnessed at the Bell Centre 
since well before March of 2020, when the Canadiens were playing out 
the string of a horrible season right as COVID-19 touched down in North 
America. 

You could feel it right from the start of what turned out to be a slump-
busting 6-1 win for Montreal over the Detroit Red Wings, and you could 
still feel it long after it ended. 

What a mammoth boost for a Canadiens team that desperately needed 
one. 

“I think they were waiting to give that to us,” Canadiens coach Dominique 
Ducharme said. “We had a run last year (to the Stanley Cup Final) that 
our fans loved. We gave them energy, and I think they wanted to give it 
back to our players. But we also didn’t give them the occasion to give it 
back to us.” 

After starting off with two losses on the road, the Canadiens dropped 
their first three games at home. The 5-0 loss to the San Jose Sharks on 
Tuesday saw them booed off the ice by a crowd 5,010 fans short of 
capacity, and as Jonathan Drouin put it ahead of Saturday’s game, that 
was something he and his teammates “deserved.” 

“It was a horrible performance,” Drouin said. “The fans have the right to 
their own opinion and the right to do what they want…” 

What the 19,706 fans at the Bell Centre wanted to do on Saturday was 
lift the Canadiens to their first win of the season. 

They started on that quest shortly after the puck dropped. “Go Habs Go!” 
they chanted—even after Detroit opened the scoring with a power-play 
goal off Dylan Larkin’s stick 5:25 into the first period. 

They absolutely erupted when Ben Chiarot tied the game roughly nine 
minutes later. 

Mike Hoffman scored his first goal of the season—and his first as a 
Canadien—on the power play at 16:15 of the frame. Christian Dvorak 
scored his first 3:17 into the second, and a win was practically in the bag 
right then and there. 

You can imagine how these newcomers to the team felt coming off a 
miserable stretch Ducharme implied felt interminable. To be finally on the 
board, finally embraced by the infamous Bell Centre crowd, finally 
hearing “Nana na na, nana na na, hey hey hey, goodbye,” as the last five 
minutes ticked off the clock, finally able to salute the fans with sticks in 
the air and a win under their belts must have been bliss. 

Can you possibly imagine what it was like for Mathieu Perreault, the 33-
year-old who was born and raised an hour and 20 minutes away from the 
building and never in his wildest dreams would’ve thought he’d score a 
natural hat trick as a member of the home team and have his name 
chanted by everyone at full blast? 

“That was something incredible,” the Drummondville, Que., native said. 

Perreault scored his third goal into an empty net with 6:44 to go in the 
third period, and as the cameras focused on him in between then and the 
next whistle, his eyes were practically bulging out of his head while he 
scanned the crowd and revelled in what was happening around him. 

“Looking at the crowd and they were chanting my name, and this was all 
for me at the time,” Perreault said, “so I was just trying to take it in as 
much as I can. This is something I may never experience again, so I was 
just trying to take as much as I can out of it.” 

It was special for everyone on the Canadiens—from Ducharme to Sami 
Niku, who played his first game of the season after suffering a 
concussion minutes into his exhibition debut. 

He assisted on Hoffman’s goal, set up Dvorak’s, finished plus-three in 
15:21, and was named the second star of the game. 

Niku also had his name chanted by the crowd when he came out for his 
curtain call. 

He said it was “an unreal feeling,” and something he’d never experienced 
before in the NHL. 

For Chiarot, a key member of the 2020-21 Canadiens who played in 
empty buildings for all but a handful of playoff games—an experience he 
qualified as “not fun,” and “not exciting.”—the atmosphere during 
Saturday’s game was impossible to disengage from. 
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The wave went around for five minutes straight in the third period, with 
the fans up and down out of their seats and roaring all along, and he 
loved every second of it. 

“You notice the wave when you’ve got 19, 20,000 people doing it,” said 
Chiarot. “It’s what makes this place special to play. It’s a unique 
atmosphere in the NHL and we’re lucky that we get to play in front of 
them.” 

It was good for the soul on this night. 

As was the win, ahead of a trip through Seattle, San Jose, Los Angeles 
and Anaheim. 

“Obviously, it’s good to get that first one,” Ducharme said. “We talked 
about it, but I think the one thing now—and the reason why I say it’s 
going to make us better—is we don’t want to go back there. Nobody 
wants to have that feeling again. It was the longest 10 days (during the 
losing streak). You’re going back home, you still have that with you. Even 
though you don’t want to think about it, it’s right there, it’s no fun. That’s 
one thing we’ll make sure of is we don’t want to get that feeling back. 

“I think it’s going to make us better in that sense, because we know and 
we understand how much urgency that we need to put into our game and 
the compete level and so on. Are we going to be perfect? No. But I think 
it’s going to make us better, and it’s still a long season, and we have 
work to do and that’s what we’re going to do.” 

If the Canadiens can come back from the road with a few more wins 
registered, they’ll return to the atmosphere they experienced at the Bell 
Centre on Saturday. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Gaudreau, Lindholm share milestone spotlight in Flames' 
overtime win 

 

Eric Francis@EricFrancis 

October 23, 2021, 5:49 PM 

 

When he’s done hitting milestones as one of the game’s great 
playmakers, Johnny Gaudreau may have a future as a pretty entertaining 
play-by-play man. 

Asked what stood out about a shorthanded beauty Elias Lindholm scored 
as part of a heroic Saturday afternoon in Washington, Gaudreau beamed 
at the opportunity. 

“He won the draw, we got the puck out and he beat the defenceman up 
the ice,” started Gaudreau of a 200-foot play that was preceded by a 
blocked shot on Alex Ovechkin. 

“He sent the defenceman back to the gym, brought it to the net, 
undressed the goalie and then went bar down. It’s hard not to kind of 
remember a goal like that. It was a pretty nice goal.” 

As good as they get, especially when you follow it up with an overtime 
winner to cap your second career hat trick for a 4-3 road win. 

The defenceman Lindholm dislodged from the puck was former Norris 
Trophy runner-up John Carlson, who was a tad lackadaisical retrieving 
the biscuit before he was checked out of the way at Washington’s faceoff 
dot amidst an epic shift that saw him out-wait Vitek Vanecek with a deke 
before roofing it in tight. 

It was part of Calgary’s three-goal first-period lead Lindholm scored twice 
in – a fine start the Capitals erased in the second to set up Lindholm’s 
sixth of the season in the extra frame. 

Having scored in all four games to climb atop the NHL’s leading goal 
scorers list with Connor McDavid and Anze Kopitar, Lindholm’s red-hot 
start didn’t even earn him the game puck. 

That honour went elsewhere, thanks to a two-assist performance from 
Gaudreau that gave him 500 points in his 524th NHL Game. 

Asked who got the keepsake, Lindholm immediately deferred to the 
veteran in a post-game Zoom exchange when the two chuckled as they 
tried handing the honour to one another. 

“Johnny,” said Lindholm. 

“No, give it to Lindy,” smiled Gaudreau. 

“No, Johnny. 500,” insisted Lindholm. 

“We’ll give it to a fan,” laughed Gaudreau. 

That fan will likely be one of the many family members who attended the 
game as they so often do during Flames eastern swings. 

“It’s sweet,” said the undersized dynamo of a milestone few could have 
predicted the Boston College revelation would hit so quickly after being 
drafted 104th overall in 2011. 

“Obviously special my family is here. It’s been a real long time for 
everyone, so no one takes it for granted. To be able to play in front of the 
people that support you the most is pretty special. 

“It was an important game for us, starting off the road trip 2-0. It was a 
good team effort and a big goal by Lindy in overtime.” 

Lindholm has long been considered the Flames' best overall player even 
though, as Darryl Sutter put it, he rarely gets that credit “because there 
are bigger names here.” 

Gaudreau’s being the biggest. 

On Saturday they shared the spotlight. 

The two have played together the bulk of the last three years, and all four 
games this season, building chemistry that has both off to great starts. 

“It’s always fun to play with a playmaker like that - I try to find open areas 
and if I’m open I know he’ll find me there,” said Lindholm, whose opening 
goal and game-winner both came courtesy of great passes by No. 13. 

“Five hundred… it’s huge. Johnny is an amazing player and I’ve been 
lucky enough to play with him for a long time now.” 

In a game in which the Flames squandered their three-goal lead with a 
shaky second period, Lindholm was the driving force all afternoon, firing 
seven shots on net in almost 22 minutes of ice time while spearheading 
the penalty kill and power play 

“It’s kind of repetitive what I say about Lindy,” said Sutter, who uses 
superlatives to describe the consummate 200-foot player. 

“Now we’re expecting him to score three goals every game.” 

What people couldn’t have been expecting was a start by Dan Vladar, 
who made his first appearance as a Flame, making 22 stops in a win that 
would normally have been punctuated with a game puck presentation. 

Asked if he understood why he didn’t get so rewarded, he turned to the 
team’s public relations staffer for clarification. 

“I think Johnny had his 500 points?” said the 24-year-old Flames newbie 
before breaking into a grin. 

“So, I think that’s a little bit more than the first win with the franchise. I’m 
really happy for him and obviously he’s a great guy and a great leader 
and I’m really happy I can share a locker room with him.” 
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He’s not the only one who feels that way. 
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